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Bands play on, see Friday Magazine 
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Classified workers reject union 
byJaredO.Wadley 
staff reporter 
An attempt to unionize University telecommunications, food ser- 
vice and custodial classified staff members by the Communication 
Workers of America was soundly defeated in yesterday's election. 
By a count of 175-89, the employees voted against representation 
by CWA. 
Robert Hull, chairman of the CWA organizing committee, said 
union representatives will return to the University next year and try 
to unionize the employees again. 
"This is not sour grapes, Hull said. "The employees (who voted 
for representation) are committed to CWA. We have a strong inter- 
nal committee, and we will be in better shape next year.'' 
Hull said CWA invited the University's administration to an open 
forum at a neutral site to discuss collective bargaining issues. 
However, Clifton Boutelle, director of University Public Relations 
Office, said instead of having open forums, a Collective Bargaining 
Hotline was formed in January to answer employees' questions 
about collective bargaining under Ohio law. 
The questions and answers were published each Monday in a 
newsletter, he said. 
Universtiy President Paul Olscamp said the hotline provided ac- 
curate, credible information that was not political. 
"We wanted to provide (employees with) truthful answers that 
were absolutely 100 percent factual," Olscamp said. 
"I am glad the election is over, Now, we can turn our attention to 
common needs and desires (working together for the welfare and 
betterment of the University)," he added. "I hope we can heal 
whatever divisiveness that resulted in the process." 
Sue Grosjean, Prout Hall custodian who voted against CWA rep- 
resentation, said the union may have put too much pressure on em- 
ployees. 
She said CWA representatives approached her and other em- 
Eloyees in the parking lots and at home and sent surveys, which as- 
ed personal questions, through the mail. 
Since collective bargaining did not pass, in six weeks all eligible 
classified employees will vote on the House Bill 309 pay proposal, 
which lists a new pay stucture and job description. 
The University s 1,008 classified employees will be covered by the 
Ohio Civil Service and University rules and regulations. 
Gillmor 
may run 
for seat 
by Ron Fritz 
news editor 
Ohio Senate President Paul 
Gillmor is expected to announce 
next week he will seek the U.S. 
Congress seat now held by Rep. 
Delbert Latta (R-Bowling 
Green). 
Gillmor (R-Port Clinton), who 
was noncommital when reached 
at his Columbus office yester- 
day, said he has been receiving 
a lot of support to run for the 
seat Latta is vacating after 30 
years. 
"It's no secret that I will make 
an announcement next week 
concerning my intentions," he 
said in a phone interview. "I've 
been getting a lot of encourage- 
ment to run and I will make my 
decision and announce it next 
week." 
It has been speculated that if 
Gillmor runs for the Fifth Dis- 
trict seat, that Latta, who an- 
nounced Jan. 21 he would not 
seek a 16th term, will re-enter 
the race. 
Gillmor, when asked about the 
possibility of Latta re-entering 
the race, said Latta should let 
his son, Robert, run for the posi- 
tion. Robert, a University grad- 
uate, announced Jan. 21 he will 
seek his father's seat. 
"It's about time Bobby quit 
hiding behind his father's 
skirts," Gillmor said. 
a See Gillmor, page 6. 
University students get last laugh 
BG News/Rob Upton 
Michael McCarthy, Dave Sinker, and Greg Holliman. all members of the I   for not repaying his student loan. Other members of the cast included 
Second City Touring Company, perform one of several comedy skits in-    Jane Lynch. Tim Meadows. Ken Olshansky. Faith Soloway. and Jill Tal- 
eluded in their show in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom last night. McCarthy I  ley. See related story page six. 
and Holliman are portraying 'repo' men reposessing Sinker's education | 
by Melissa McGUllvray 
editor 
A grieving woman sobs 
at the funeral of her hus- 
band, who died unexpecte- 
dly after getting his head 
stuck in a gallon can of Van 
de Kamps beans. As fellow 
mourners laugh uncontrol- 
lably at the thought, a pre- 
siding minister drones, 
"Oh, to think of what once 
was and what might have 
bean..." 
That was the scene at 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
last night as the Second 
City touring company kept 
a crowd of about 500 in stit- 
ches for a fast-paced two- 
and-a-half-hour show. 
Similar to the format of 
Saturday Night Live and 
Second City Television 
Network, The Chicago- 
based company performs 
improvisational and 
rehearsed skits that poke 
fun at everything and 
everyone. 
At one point, company 
players portrayed Mary 
and Joseph at a marriage 
counselor, with Joseph ex- 
plaining his disbelief at the 
"immaculate conception." - 
As the three discuss the 
birth ("a bunch of freaked 
out shepherds and three 
wise guys"), Joseph tells 
of the strange child they 
now have: 
C See Players, page 6. 
Center proposed 
by Amy Burkett 
staff reporter 
University President Paul Olscamp is planning 
perhaps the most complicated and expensive 
project the University has ever attempted — a 
convocation center. 
The project is in the fundamental stages, accord- 
ing to Olscamp. He will be presenting the proposal 
to the Board of Trustees this spring or early next 
fall. 
The convocation proposal is a two-part project. 
The first part consists of funding and building the 
facility. The other aspect is the conversion of An- 
derson Arena into amphitheatre classrooms. 
"I foresee dozens of problems with this project. 
It is the most complicated project in the history of 
the University," Olscamp said. 
The project will cost in excess of $25 million, he 
said. 
"We're in the process of drawing up the plans," 
Olscamp said. ''A total of $25,000 has been allo- 
cated to the analysis of the project." 
According to Olscamp, to implement the project. 
preliminary drawings must be prepared and then 
presented to the University's Board of Trustees for 
approval. 
The convocation center will be a very versatile 
building, for students and residents of Bowling 
Green, Olscamp said. 
"There will be many uses for the convocation 
center. Since it will seat 12,000, commencement 
can be held there," he said. "Academic conferen- 
ces could be held there. The basketball court will 
have a removable floor capable of being transfor- 
med into an ice arena. 
"Other possible aspects of the building include 
track and field facilities, physical recreation, 
ROTC firing range, city, government, municipal 
and county offices, a place to hold rock concerts 
and therapeutic services," Olscamp said. 
He said with such a complex project it would be 
difficult to break ground in less than four years. It 
will require many different resources to fund the 
project. 
"There will be six major sources of funding for 
the convocation project. The funding will include 
Erivate donations, bonds, leases, state and possi- 
ly federal aid," Olscamp said. 
D See Project, page 6 
Sohio workers strike; 
negotiations delayed 
TOLEDO (AP) — About 350 
workers at Standard Oil's re- 
finery here went on strike Wed- 
nesday, following a breakdown 
in local contract negotiations. 
Eric Schwamberger, chair- 
man of the bargaining commit- 
tee of Local 7346 of the Oil, 
Chemical and Atomic Workers 
union, said talks broke down 
Wednesday afternoon. He said 
negotiations were stalled be- 
cause of overlapping issues be- 
tween national OCAW bargain- 
ing goals and local goals. 
Sohio spokeswoman Elena 
Coccari said the company plans 
to resume negotiations as soon 
as possible, but no new talks are 
scheduled. 
Talks have been going on be- 
tween the two sides for the last 
few weeks. Negotiations broke 
down Sunday, but resumed 
Monday. 
At a national level Sunday, the 
international committee ap- 
proved a tentative agreement 
with Amoco that OCAW will use 
as a minimum standard. 
Schwamberger said Sohio's 
contract offer contained some of 
the same economic benefits of 
the Amoco settlement, but the 
overall offer was not within the 
spirit of the national pact. 
While the Sohio offer con- 
tained gains in some areas, it 
also has concessions, he said. 
"Things deteriorated fur- 
iously at the bargaining table. 
The offer was very unsatisfac- 
tory," he said. 
Rod Rogers, a spokesman at 
OCAW headquarter in Denver, 
said several companies essen- 
tially have offered the Amoco 
package. But when they get 
down to the union locals, "they 
are tough nuts," he said. 
Rogers said the only union 
locals that have received strike 
authority are the Sohio refinery 
workers at Toledo and Marcus 
Hook, Pa. 
Marcus Hook workers also 
were expected to walk off the job 
at 5 p.m. Wednesday, Rogers 
said. 
Sohio also has refineries in 
Lima, and Alliance, La. The 
OCAW contract at the Lima faci- 
lity doesn't expire until August, 
and the Louisiana refinery is 
non-union. 
Friday News in Brief 
DThe cost of garbage is going up, see 
story page three. 
OTourists hit the Canadian strip, see 
story page four. 
DMaps aid geologists search for the 
past, see story page five. 
DThe "great communicator" loses his 
touch, see story page seven. 
DThe Falcon leers host Ferris State 
over the weekend, see story page eight. 
Surrogacy dealt 
major blow 
-   NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — Operators of surrogacy centers say 
the state Supreme Court's landmark ruling in the Baby M case 
won't put them out of business, but opponents hailed it as a 
major blow to the practice of paying women to bear children. 
Politicians, legal scholars and an attorney in the case said 
Sesterday's decision, which equated surrogacy for profit with 
legal baby-selling, shows that state statutes don't apply to the 
practice. 
"It puts the burden back to the legislatures" to regulate it, 
said Lori Andrews, a researcher with the American Bar Asso- 
ciation. "In the meantime, it continues to leave hundreds of 
people participating in these arrangements in a legal vac- 
uum." 
"If I were running a surrogate-mother agency, I'd find some- 
thing else to do in a nurry," said Angela R. Holder, a professor 
of pediatrics law at the Yale University Medical School. 
However, Holder said that if other state courts follow the 
lead of the New Jersey court, the first state supreme court to 
rule on a broken surrogacy contract, lawyers who arrange 
such contracts would be unable to obtain malpractice insur- 
ance. 
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Editorial 
Taking smokers' 
rights no answer 
l </"1 ause everybody knows that smokin' ain't al- 
\y lowed in school." 
There is no question smoking is a dangerous 
habit, and is one that is annoying to non-smokers, 
so it is understandable that Bowling Green school 
officals do not wish to condone or encourage their 
students to smoke. 
But rescinding the high school students' right to 
smoke in a designated area would be detrimental to 
both smoking and non-smoking students, as well as 
to the community. 
The smoking area was established 14 years ago in 
an attempt to keep students from congregating on 
the neighbors' lawns across from the school. 
Not only has the smoking area put the students 
back on school property, it has provided other bene- 
fits as well. 
Although students are only allowed to use the 
smoking area before school and during their lunch 
periods, incidents of students suspended for "cut- 
ting class to catch a smoke," have more or less dis- 
appeared. And non-smokers no longer have to deal 
with the clouds of smoke that filled the school's 
bathrooms before the smoking area was estab- 
lished. 
At a nearby school where the smoking area was 
removed this year, the students have returned to 
the bathrooms and the neighbors' lawns when the 
nicotine calls, and they have spent the idle time 
they used to spend "lighting-up" pulling fire 
alarms and writing graffiti on the walls. 
Childish behavior caused by student boredom is 
not a valid argument in favor of a deadly addiction. 
But if the school board is going to take away the 
students' right to smoke, they must first provide a 
better way for students to spend their time. 
School officials should work to discourage smok- 
ing, to educate students on the dangers of ciga- 
rettes and help eradicate the "cool" image of the 
smoker. With their help the time may come when 
we live in a smoke-free society. 
But as long as cigarettes are a legal drug in the 
United States, and they are readily available in 
vending machines and stores where cashiers never 
seem to remember cigarettes are not supposed to 
be sold to minors, high school students will smoke. 
Taking away their smoking area will exacerbate 
the problem. 
Game shows toughen up 
There's been a lot of talk in re- 
cent years about how unpre- 
Kred young people are for col- je. Studies have shown that 
too many students lack knowl- 
edge that would once have been 
considered obvious, such as the 
fact that the Civil War was 
fought in the nineteenth century 
or the fact that no actor should 
ever be elected president of the 
United States. 
Naturally, critics have poin- 
ted to a number of possible 
causes for the current situation. 
Some blame high school curricu- 
lums. Others blame a lack of 
discipline. 
I blame TV game shows. 
Today's college students have 
watched approximately one bil- 
lion hours of television each by 
the time they enter the hallowed 
halls of learning. Among the 
shows they've seen are TV game 
shows which have taught them 
two lessons: 1) you need only be 
as bright as a slab of raw liver 
for someone to reward you for 
Letters. 
Quick response made 
by Mental Health staff 
In a recent BG News article, 
Wednesday, Jan. 27, 1968, re- 
garding a potentially suicidal 
student, there appeared an 
inaccurate statement concern- 
ing the response of the Wood 
County Mental Health Center 
staff. Lt. Weekly, campus police 
patrol supervisor, was quoted as 
saying, ''Staff members from 
the Wood County Mental Health 
Center were called to help, but 
the weather prevented them 
from being present." 
In   actuality,   Wood   County 
Marley remembered 
By    Osabuohien    P. 
Amienyi 
Bob Marley may not be a 
household name. Yet to those 
who knew him and loved his mu- 
sic, he was not just a celebrity, 
he was the voice of the oppres- 
sed and an antagonist of the op- 
pressors. Through his songs, 
Marley addressed the needs of 
the downtrodden, the dispos- 
sesed, the cheated and the 
powerless. His lyrics gave hope 
and courage to those who suffer 
the injustices of apartheid, those 
who live in the bowels of pov- 
erty, and those who have be- 
come pawn in the heathen poli- 
tics of hate and despair. 
Born on February 6,1945 to a 
Jamaican mother (a direct des- 
cendant of African slaves) and 
an English father, Marley iden- 
tified with his African heritage 
at an early age. While living in 
the ghettos of Trench Town, 
Jamaica, he experienced first 
hand the iniquities of racial div- 
isions, the challenges of econo- 
mic hardship and the political 
repression ot the poor and vul- 
nerable. These real life experi- 
ences later became the f oocl that 
fed his music and poetry. 
Marley first became inter- 
ested in music after leaving 
school, while he was working as 
an apprentice in an electrical 
welding shop in Trench Town. 
He soon developed into a prolific 
song writer, writing such power- 
ful songs as "Exodus," ''War," 
"Survival," and "Rat Race." In 
"War," for example, Marley's 
prophetic ability became evi- 
dent when he wrote, "until the 
philosophy which holds one race 
superior and another inferior is 
finally and permanently discre- 
dited, everywhere there will be 
war." Throughout his life, Mar- 
ley dreamt of creating an auth- 
entically Jamaican form of mu- 
sic. 
In 1963, he teamed up with Ne- 
ville O'Rily Livingstone (Bunny 
Wailer) and Peter Hubert Mcln- 
tosh (the late Peter Tosh) to 
form the Wailers. Under the 
tutelage of Joe Higgs, a veteran 
Reggae artist, the Wailers re- 
corded their first album "Sim- 
mer Down." The song was im- 
mediately and massively suc- 
cessful in Jamaica. The Wailers 
consolidated their message with 
songs like "Rude Boy Rule 
Them Rudie" and "Let Them 
Go;" songs that reflected the 
social conditions in Jamaica at 
the time. The 1973 album "Burn- 
ing" was the last recorded by 
the Wailers as a group, as the 
pressures of individualism and 
advertising had begun to project 
Bob Marley, who had by this 
time taken on the physical ap- 
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pearance of a "Rastafarian." 
By 1974, Marley had estab- 
lished himself as the most 
powerful Reggae voice. His first 
solo album "Natty Dread" was 
a huge success. This was fol- 
lowed in 1976 by "Rastaman Vi- 
bration," which contains such 
classics as "Night Shift," 
"Roots, Rock, Reggae," and 
"Chase Them Crazy Ball- 
heads." Thereafter, his music 
became more sophisticated, 
grew in depth and exhibited an 
immense range of musical inno- 
vations. As a result, he gained 
more international appeal. 
Marley was a versatile musi- 
cian. With the simple strum- 
ming of his acoustic guitar in the 
song "Redemption Song," he 
demonstrated that power of his 
music did not lie in a great num- 
ber of instruments. His con- 
sciouaness was exemplary, for 
he was "emancipated from 
mental slavery." In one of his 
songs, he exhorted us to believe 
in our own abilities when he told 
us to "have no fear for atomic 
energy for non a dem can stop 
the time." 
Robert Nesta Marley died of 
lung cancer of May 11,1981. He 
was recognized as a world hero 
and honored as such by the in- 
ternational community. In 1978. 
he received the International 
Peace Medal from the African 
delegation to the UN. In 1980, he 
and his group were guests of 
Prime Minister Robert Mugabe 
of Zimbabwe during Zimbab- 
we's national independence 
ceremonies. When he died, he 
was en route to Jamaica to 
receive the Jamaican National 
Order of Merit. 
According to Jamaican Prime 
Minister Edward Seaga, Marley 
"cannot be erased from our 
minds." To highlight Marley's 
contribution to Reggae music 
and the society at large, the 
' Carribean   Association   has 
Cined a special tribute to 
or him. The tribute is sched- 
uled to take place on his birth- 
day. Saturday, February 6,1988, 
at the North East Commons. A 
Chicago based Reggae group, 
Safari, will perform during the 
occassion. The event is part of 
the activities marking the Black 
History month. 
Amieyni is a teaching fellow in 
the School of Mass Communica- 
tion. 
your intelligence and 2) even if 
you fail to present yourself as 
more intelligent than your 
rivals, you will be treated won- 
derfully if you smile a lot and 
claim that you've had a great 
time. 
What this country needs are 
game shows that present two 
very different lessons: 1) gen- 
uine knowledge is a rarity and 2) 
presenting yourself as unin- 
telligent can bring dire conse- 
quences. 
So here are two game shows 
I'd like to see, game shows tough 
enough to provide today's youth 
with some real motivation. 
JeoparDescartes! 
Alex Trebek: "Welcome back 
to our show, ladies and gentle- 
men. We're set now to complete 
the final round of JeoparDescar- 
tes! which we call our Cogito 
ergo sumround. Before our last 
break, we gave our contestants 
an answer for which they have 
attempted to provide a sensible 
question. If they have done so, 
they'll have proven their ability 
to think, and, by implication, 
proven as well the fact that they 
exist. 
"Logically, therefore, if they 
have failed to provide sensible 
questions, they will have estab- 
lished that they cannot think and 
that they do not exist, in which 
case, tell them where we'll be 
sending them, Don Pardo." 
Don Pardo: "To oblivion, 
Alex! All expenses paid!" 
Alex: "And for our players 
who answer sensibly? Tell them 
what's in it for them." 
Don: "Alex, they'll receive 
the satisfaction that comes from 
leading a life based on common 
sense and moderation." 
Alex: "Well, there you have 
it! An awful lot at stake. The 
Final JeoparDescartes! answer 
today was this: The philosopher 
who said, "The unexaminea life 
is not worth living.'" 
"Let's take a look at the ques- 
tions. Tom, you've written 'So- 
crates.' That's correct! Dick, 
you, too, have 'Socrates.' Co- 
ngratulations. And Harry, we 
now see that you've writen '0- 
prah Winfrey. I'm sorry. That's 
not quite it. Take him away, 
Don.* 
Win, Lose, Dra w, or Quarter 
Vicki Lawrence: "And wel- 
come to Win. Lose, Draw or 
Quarter.the show that lets you 
reveal your ability to think 
quickly-orelse! 
"Before the commercial 
break, Burt Reynolds, Dom De- 
luise, and their non-celebrity 
partner, Sam Rutigliano, took 37 
seconds to guess the title "The 
Persecution and Assassination 
of Jean-Paul Marat as Perfor- 
med by the Inmates of the Asy- 
lum of Charenton under the 
Direction of the   Marquis de 
Sade.*" 
So now Loni Anderson, Sally 
Field, and their non-celebrity 
partner, Donna Owens, will at- 
tempt to bear that time. Donna, 
you know what happens if you 
don't?" 
Donna: (sound of a knife being 
sharpened in the background) 
"No need to remind me, vicki!" 
Vicki: "OK! On with it then! 
We'll show Loni and our viewers 
the title that she and Sally will 
be trying to get you to guess." 
("Dulce et Desorum est" is 
flashed on the screen.) 
Vicki: "Go to it!" 
Loni draws a portrait of Mus- 
solini on a huge sheet of paper. 
Donna: "IlDuce?" 
Loni nods furiously. 
Donna: "Duce, dece, dulce?" 
Loni shakes her head even 
more vigorously and writes 
"dulce" on the sheet of paper. 
She then draws seven stick fig- 
ures and circles four of them. 
Donna: "Several, majority, 
quorum! Decorum /'Dulce et 
Decorum est!'" 
Vicki: "That's it! Well 
played! Tough break, Sam!" 
Audience applauds politely as 
Samisledoft. 
Hergert, an instructor in Eng- 
lish from Slayton, Minn., is a 
columnist for The News. 
Mental Health Center staff did 
respond via a telephone inter- 
vention that fully resolved the 
situation. It was determined 
that the student in question 
could safely be released into the 
custody of his parents. A face-to- 
face response by professional 
staff was not required, but 
would have been provided if 
needed. 
James P. Sartain 
Director of Counseling, The 
Link 
Lawrence R. Klein, Ph.D. 
Clinical Director 
Wood County Mental Health 
Center 
Don't blame system 
for lack of 'Wellness' 
To:Dan Sandweiss (This is in 
response to your letter appear- 
ing Jan. 29th regarding Don Ar- 
dell's Wellness lecture?) 
Unfortunately, I agree with 
you in that such a situation 
exists. I, too, am an ardent 
Wellness advocate, yet I do not 
want to believe that Wellness is 
only for the middle and upper 
classes. This is a long-standing 
problem that community health 
officials are beginning to act 
upon. The health department on 
all levels is beginning to recog- 
nize that funds spent on preven- 
tive measures save funds in 
other areas of health delivery 
that focus on curative measures. 
How can the concept of Well- 
ness be introduced to everyone? 
One way is through community 
health education. You may ask: 
"How are you going to get a 
working mother who nas barely 
enough time to diaper her baby 
to attend community health 
programs?" That is the question 
Wellness advocates and com- 
munity health educators need to 
address. 
For instance, food stamps are 
administered by the govern- 
ment, yet no nutrition education 
is accompanied. One does not 
need to   "prepare food from 
SOCI€DV 
scratch" in order to benefit from 
a healthy diet. Through educa- 
tion, staples in the diet such as 
eggs, milk, peanut butter and 
fruit can replace potato chips, 
Cracker Jacks, hot dogs and 
Twinkies. 
You suggested that Mr. Ar- 
dell's concept of Wellness is "too 
cut and dried to provide much of 
a solution to this country's com- 
plex problems." This is not Mr. 
Ardell's intention. No one person 
or concept should be expected to 
solve this country's complex 
problems. 
The lack of Wellness lifestyle 
acceptance by certain people 
comes from the dependence on 
the medical system to provide a 
"miracle cure" for whatever 
ails them, and not enough self- 
responsibility. People are usual- 
ly not aware of their health in all 
it's dimensions; social, physi- 
cal, spiritual, emotional, intel- 
lectual and occupational. 
It is easy and common to place 
blame on "the system" for one's 
own hardships. Perhaps on a 
large scale individually, there is 
not much one can do to change 
"the system," yet there is much 
one can do to change his/her 
own situation and attitude. 
I agree that Wellness is not on 
the mind of someone who is 
struggling to meet basic needs. 
The Wellness lifestyle cannot be 
adopted overnight. Changing a 
lifestyle habit is the most diffi- 
cult thing to ask a person to do. 
Small steps, starting with com- 
munity health education for 
adults and children for exposure 
to the Wellness concept is in or- 
der. It has to start somewhere. 
Okay, Maybe I am a bit of an 
idealist. I'm the first to admit it. 
But, if it weren't for us idealists, 
nothing would be questioned, 
nothing would be challenged, 
nothing would be changed. I 
could just sit back and say, 
"That's just the way it is...Oh, 
well." 
Kathy Varga 
Student Wellness Center 
More seating needed 
for hockey matches 
I attended the BG-OSU hockey 
match two weekends ago with 
several of my friends. We all en- 
joyed the match except one part 
of it — seating. We arrived at a 
time I thought was early, 6:50 
p.m., in order to find a seat but 
had no luck as all of the student 
sections were full. Some of our 
Soup sat in the reserved section 
e whole match without being 
asked to move, while the rest of 
our group went to either end to 
stand in a crowd three or four 
deep. 
I wonder if the Athletic Dept. 
sells too many tickets on pur- 
pose or if they really believe that 
every person who purchases a 
ticket can find a seat. I know 
that I am not guaranteed any- 
thing expect arena area admis- 
sion when I buy a ticket, but this 
is ridiculous. 
I have a suggestion that may 
help. How about some type of 
roll-away bleachers, like those 
used at the Cooper swimming 
pool, which can be conveniently 
stored when not needed. A small 
bleacher would accommodate a 
majority of the people standing 
on the ends, who would like a 
seat, leaving those to stand who 
would do so anyhow. Some peo- 
ple may say "Who would want to 
sit there?'' I say, they are 
already there, so why not let 
them sit and be comfortable? 
Dave Bell 
OCMB6438 
Correction 
A story in yesterday's 
BG News incorrectly re- 
ported the number of rape- 
related calls received by 
The Link each year. The 
correct number is 50 to 75, 
according to James Sar- 
tain, director. 
DAVID HARRIS 
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Blood drive set Residents should recycle 
in'Land of Oz' 
by Beth Church 
staff reporter 
The Bed Cross Bloodmobile will return to the University next 
week, but it will be competing for space in the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room with a yellow brick roacf 
The road will be part of the preparations for Mardi Gras, an an- 
nual festival sponsored by the University Activities Organization. 
The theme of this year's festival is "Musicals Come to BG," which 
will be held Feb. 13. The yellow brick road is for the set of "The Wi- 
zard of Oz." 
The blood drive will run Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m., alongside the preparations for Mardi Gras. 
"The bloodmobile can have as much room as they need; their 
work is very important," said Lynn Zweidinger, vice president of 
UAO. 
Workers and volunteers for the Red Cross, however, have more 
than the celebration on their minds. 
"Our goal is at least 200 pints each day," said Judy Goris, R.N., 
who is director of the drive. 
In order to fully serve this area, the Red Cross of Northwest Ohio 
must collect at least 265 pints daily, Goris said. 
She said she is expecting a very good turnout next week. 
"When we were nere in November, we had a record day of 269 
pints," Goris said. "It was a Friday, and usually that's our slowest 
day.'1 
by ,fared O. Wadley 
staff reporter 
With landfill costs increasing 
from $8 a ton to $19, one city offi- 
cial recommended local resi- 
dents help control solid waste 
problems by recycling. 
David Barber, public works 
director, said separating news- 
papers, glass, and aluminum 
cans for recycling, will save the 
city money as landfill costs for 
equipment and testing increase. 
Last year, when more than 
5,200 tons of solid waste were 
collected, it cost the city $42,000, 
Barber said. With the increasing 
landfill prices, it would cost 
$76,000, and a cost of $100,000 to 
$110,000 is projected by June 
1988, he added. 
"We are getting more houses 
in town, and there is an increase 
in volume of trash — not a great 
deal, but an increase," Barber 
said. 
In order to save money, the 
city cut its manpower for gar- 
bage collecting by 50 percent in 
1983, even though routes were 
added, he said. 
However, this did not help the 
amount of solid wastes placed in 
the Wood County Sanitary Land- 
fill. 
Floyd Schutte, Wood County 
Sanitary engineer, said within 
three years another landfill will 
be needed. 
He added that the Ohio Envi- 
ronmental   Protection   Agency 
will tell him in two or three 
years whether or not it will ap- 
STOve 80 acres north of the land- 
ill for future use. 
If the EPA does not approve 
the land, Schutte said waste 
would have to be loaded into 
transfer boxes and taken to an- 
other facility. The nearest one, 
he said, is the Hancock County 
Sanitary Landfill, in Findlay. 
Gayl Pearson, litter preven- 
Senate approves landfill bill 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A bill that would require landfill opera- 
tors to make monthly reports to state and local officials on 
methane gas concentrations has been approved by the Senate. 
The measure, passed Wednesday, heads to the House for ap- 
proval of changes. It would make the monthly reports to the 
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency and the local health 
board mandatory if the concentration was higher than federal 
standards and would impose fines and penalties for failure to 
Sen. Grace Drake, R-Solon. said the measure would make 
violation of the reporting requirement a felony. Specified oper- 
ating and closed landfills in Ohio would be targeted by the bill, 
she said. □ See Methane, page 4. 
tion and recycling program 
coordinator, said both the 
national and local level landfill 
problems are frightening be- 
cause alternatives such as in- 
cineration are costly. 
Pearson said the cost of alter- 
natives makes it important for 
residents to take items to the 
Bowling Green Jaycee Recy- 
cling Center, 515 E. Poe Road. 
However, an October, 1987 
survey compiled and prepared 
by Pearson said 172 out of 300 re- 
sidents surveyed donate news- 
papers, glass jars, bottles, scrap 
aluminum and cardboard to the 
center to help with the solid 
waste problem. 
But Pearson said more people 
should recycle because it will 
save natural resources. 
When asked if people should 
be required to help with landfill 
problems, 45.3 percent of the re- 
spondents in Pearson's survey 
stated recycling should be vol- 
untary, and 47 percent said it 
should be required by law. The 
remaining 7.7 did not respond to 
the question. 
=CHARLESTOWI\F 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus Summer 
1988 and 1988-1989 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER ROMfiif 
i/rMMr^l  ^VJ&ulT ^^<-" 
Tonight February 4-6 
BAND UPDATES ON BGS 
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant 
■ 
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547-7771 
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tarn* Aa Caan TO Qualified Buyin 
Mardi Gras: 
* Shoot o few Nerf boskets! 
* Try your luck at Putt-Putt golf! 
* Win ploy money to ploy cosino gomes by knowing the 
hockey score - increose your winning by knowing the 
score & presenting the progrom from the Michigan St. 
Hockey gome. 
• 
Try your luck at Musical Trivia 
1. What was the name of the nanny Julie 
Andrews portrayed in the Sound of Music? 
2. What musical was based on the 
adventure of a comic strip orphan? 
3. What film featured the song "Bali Hai"? 
1 Come to Mardi Gras, Feb. 13 from 7-12:00 to find out the answers to these questions ond many more! 
1 Experience "Hair" in the mystic room, Have something tye-dyed or your face painted, Astrologist, tarot cards & psychic readers. 
Enjoy your favorite sundaes in the sunny South Pacific 
• Watch the Olympics while enjoying Nachosl 
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Labs aid in test taking 
by Debbie Hippie 
staff reporter 
At the end of each semester, a plea for help is 
heard at the University. To lend a helping hand, 
academic assistance centers are provided. 
These labs are a part of six "academic en- 
hancement" programs at the University. 
The programs include the Pre-Major Advising 
Office, the Study Skills Laboratory, the Mathemat- 
ics Laboratory, the Writing Laboratory, Student 
Support Services and the Satellite Tutoring 
Centers. 
The Study Skills Laboratory, open 9:30 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Monday through Friday, is in 212 Moseley 
Hall and is a free service for all students who want 
to improve their test-taking and time management 
skills. 
General workshops offered include "Test Anxi- 
ety," "Test Preparation —Note-taking, and Read- 
ing," and "Effective Test-taking." In addition to 
the workshops, the Study Skills Lab also offers in- 
dividual class instruction for subjects in which 
students are having problems. 
"We specifically gear these mini-workshops to 
students having problems in biology, chemistry, 
physics and geology," said co-director Joyce 
BUnn. Other programs include sociology, psychol- 
ogy, history and political science. The lab also has 
mentor groups meeting weekly and "how-to" 
books available. 
The Mathematics Laboratory is in 101 Universi- 
ty Hall. This service helps students in quantitative 
reasoning, logical development and computational 
skills. 
According to John Zimmerman, the director, 
"The math lab is a supplement to services ren- 
dered here at Bowling Green. They meet at a one 
on one setting." The students meet in a small 
group as a "third line of defense," he said. 
The lab is open 9:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday, 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday, 
and 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Sunday. 
Tips are offered at the Writing Laboratory to 
improve a students' work. 
We're interested in improving their writing for 
the future," Carol O'Shea, director of the Writing 
Laboratory, said. Students can come to 303 
Moseley Hall with their paper at any stage of de- 
velopment to get writing suggestions. She said 
they are not there to write papers for students. 
"We don't proofread; we're interested in ex- 
plaining," O'Shea said. 
No appointment is necessary, but it is recom- 
mended. She warned that the lab gets busy around 
the sixth week of the semester. 
Other academic enhancement programs at the 
University include the Pre-Majormg Office, in 101 
University Hall. It provides counseling for unde- 
cided majors and people with majors who are un- 
certain of their direction. 
Student Support Services, also at 101 University 
Hall, is a program designed to counsel educa- 
tionally, culturally or economically disadvantaged 
students. Satellite Tutoring Centers are also avail- 
able in the Off-Campus Student Center. 
Methane- 
€SSflV CONT€ST 
Sponsored by flPC 
Topic: Why should we celebrote Block History 
Month 
1st prize- $50 University Bookstore Gift Certificate 
2nd prize- $20 University Bookstore Gift Certificate 
3rd prize- $10 University Bookstore Gift Certificate 
Deadline Feb. 18,1988       5:00 p.m. 
Office of Minority Programs & Activities 
3rd floor Union 
Chorlene Kemp Queener 372-2978 
3 Continued from page 3. 
Specified operating and closed 
landfills in Ohio would be tar- 
geted by the bill, she said. 
The impetus for the measure 
was complaints from residents 
living around landfills who felt 
concentration of highly flam- 
mable and explosive gas was not 
adequately watched by the 
EPA, she said. 
Woodsy Owl for 
s=»Clean Water 
GiveahooT 
Don't pollute. 
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS 
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500 
Deadline: Friday, March 4, 1988 
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 
in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry 
as a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowling Green State University. 
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue careers in 
public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political or governmental 
service, public health, community service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising 
senior is a student with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of 
his/her senior year, and will graduate no sooner than May 1989. Each fellow will receive 
$1500. The selection of fellows will be based on an initial screening process and further review 
which may include personal interviews. 
The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommendation, must be 
submitted to the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m., Friday, March 
4, 1988. Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement on or about March 18, 
1988. 
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center; School of 
Mass Communication, 302 West Hall; and the Political Science Department, Founders/Lowry 
519. 
Saturday, February 6th 
Preview Valentine's Week 
FLOWERS and GIFTS 
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Your Opportunity To See Valentine 
Gifts and Floral Arrangements on Display 
Including Cards and Valentine Bears 
Please Order Early- 
for that special loved one 
Special Hours:  Feb. 12 & 13  8-8  Feb. 14 10-4:00 
Klotz Flower Farm 
906 Napoleon Rd 
End of South College 
Mastercard    Visa SL 3538381 
Pikes meet in BG 
by Pamela Monastta 
staff reporter 
The University's Pi Kappa 
Alpha chapter is hosting the 
1988 Great Lakes Regional 
Conference of their fraternity. 
Thirteen PI Kappa Alpha 
(Pike) chapters will be attend- 
ing the conference, beginning 
tonight at 8. 
Kevin Matthews, president 
of the Pikes, said the Uni- 
versity's chapter was selected 
to host the conference this year 
at the regional conference in 
Cincinnati last year. 
"The planning process be- 
gan a year ago when we re- 
turned with the news," he said. 
There will be approximately 
30 members from each indi- 
vidual chapter which will be 
about 300 men staying, here 
this weekend. Matthews said. 
They will be staying at the 
Holiday Inn, 1550 E. Wooster, 
with bus transportation avail- 
able to and from the Pike 
house and the Union„where the 
seminars will be held. 
"There will be a model ini- 
tiation for our chapter adviser, 
Dick Powers; we will be in- 
stalling him as an honorary 
Pike," Matthews said. 
The events will then continue 
with a continental breakfast, 
class seminars in the Union, a 
formal dinner and then finally 
a semi-formal party hosted at 
the Pike house with several 
sororities on campus invited. 
"Everything, but the party 
Saturday night, is funded by 
our nationals and the $20 fee 
each attending member must 
pay," Matthews said. 
the Pike nationals will be 
paying for the speakers that 
will be attending and hosting 
some of the seminars. 
Raymond Tucker, chairman 
of the Interpersonal Commun- 
ications department, will be 
speaking on "Dealing with 
Different People." 
Other speakers include Mike 
Clancy, the previous regional 
vice president and Pike 
alumni, and Norm Heineman, 
attorney and the owner of B.G. 
Beverage, who will be speak- 
ing on legal liability. 
Gary Brewer, senior IPCO 
major and member of the 
Pikes said, "We want this con- 
ference to be more outstanding 
than any other regional con- 
ference. 
"We want to show them a 
great time, the meaning of Pi 
Kappa Alpha,"he said. 
The theme for this year's 
conference is "The Pursuit of 
Excellence." 
Bob Burns, the Great Lakes 
Regional vice president and 
the organizer of this event 
said,"Pi Kappa Alpha has 
been doing this conference on 
an annual basis; we don't want 
IFC to think we are trying to 
rival them for the spring 
leadership conference. 
"The conference has been 
around a long time and we feel 
very lucky to be able to host it 
this year, "he said. 
Clubs attract tourists 
by Tim Bush 
reporter 
The short drive to Windsor, 
Ontario satisfies people's de- 
sires to see a foreign city and 
foreign bodies, said Robert 
Whitehurst, a sociologist from 
the   the   Uni- ~ 
of 
vti 
versity 
Windsor. 
Windsor, the 
home   of   12 
strip   clubs 
which   are 
heavily 
patronized by 
visitors   from 
the   United, 
States, is tvpi-'      whltehur.t 
cal of cities on international 
borders, said Whitehurst, who 
spoke on campus last night. 
Border cities have always at- 
tracted foreigners looking for 
action, he said. " 'Tijuana 
North' is one of the names I've 
heard it called." 
The strength of the American 
dollar, Ontario's lower drinking 
age and Windsor's reputation as 
a "sexy and raucous" city are 
three factors which have attrac- 
ted Americans in search of por- 
nography, Whitehurst said. 
Windsor began building that 
reputation in the early 1970s 
when the first strip club, Tracy 
Star's, appeared, he said. "They 
featured nude dancing couples, 
which was interesting." 
Windsor reached a peak of 15 
or 16 strip clubs three years ago, 
but is now back to 12, he said. 
Total nudity is illegal in Wind- 
sor, according to Whitehurst. 
"The dancers wear shoes, or a 
bra around their neck." 
The Windsor strip clubs have 
recently been attacked by a co- 
alition of conservative Chris- 
tians, feminists, anti-abortion 
activists, and the police. 
"The bolice contend that the 
clubs attract crime such as drug 
trafficking and prostitution; and 
the other groups say that nudity 
is immoral and degrading to all 
involved," he said. 
However, Whitehurst said the 
police cannot demonstrate that 
a correlation exists between the 
clubs and crime increase. 
"People in Windsor have star- 
ted asking 'Why are the cops 
spending so much time watching 
the girls instead of watching for 
crime?'"he said. 
Whitehurst taught at the Uni- 
versity from 1962-1963. 
February 19th and 20th, 1988 
$17.00 Before February 8th - $22.00 after that date 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (419) 372-2151 
%WE-NESS  WE-NESS   WE-NESS  WE-NESS  WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS 
"WE-NESS AWARDS" 
WE-NESS - CONCERN FOR OTHERS. 
FRIENDLINESS. 
HELPFULNESS AND KINDNESS 
These people have been selected as recipients of the prestigious "We-ness" 
Awards.   Their kindness and helpfulness toward students has been noticed and 
is appreciated.   Many thanks to them.   Their efforts single them out, and they 
are to be highly commended. 
• Dr. Bennett 
ED Dept. 
• Dr. Dolinger 
LEM Dept. 
• Marilyn Gottschallc 
Cook-Pheasant Room 
• Drew Klein 
Asst. Hall Director, Conklin 
• Captain Joe Riojas 
Military Science 
• Dr. Saddlemire 
CSP Dept. 
• Joet Sierttle 
Hall Director, Offenhauer 
• Dr. Spinelli 
Geography Dept. 
• Sue Witchy 
Off-Campus Student Center 
CONGRATULATIONS-KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!! 
The "We-Ness" Committee 
WE-NESS  WE-NESS   WE-NESS  WE-NESS  WE-NESS  WE-NESS   WE-NESS 
.; 
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Contra aid defeated by House 
WASHINGTON (AP) — House rejection of 
President Reagan's request for $36.2 million 
in new aid to the Nicaraguan Contra rebels 
left the president's bitterly debated Central 
America policy in shambles yesterday. 
Despite a lobbying blitz by Reagan, the 
House rejected further military support for 
the insurgents by a 219-211 vote Wednesday 
night. In doing so, it dismissed the presi- 
dent's argument that only the Contras could 
prevent creation of a communist stronghold 
in Central America. 
House Democrats, who handed Reagan 
the stinging defeat, said they would support 
alternative humanitarian aid for the Contras 
but would no longer finance warfare in a re- 
gion that is now seeking peace. 
As Contra leader Adolfo Calero looked 
down glumly from the crowded visitors' gal- 
lery, Democrats leaped to their feet and 
burst into cheers when their victory was as- 
sured. 
The Senate planned to decide later yester- 
day whether to take up a similar Reagan aid 
request, but the House action was legally 
sufficient to cut off any further assistance 
past Feb. 29 for the Contra forces seeking to 
overthrow the leftist Sandinista government 
in Managua. 
The White House expressed dis- 
appointment that the House "did not vote to 
keep pressure on the Sandinistas during the 
peace process" and said it would begin con- 
sultations about the future of the resistance. 
Calero said his forces have enough arms to 
last about two months and enough food for a 
month. "We will press on with our last 
breath," he said. 
However, he added that the Contras still 
"look forward to getting aid" from the 
United States. 
Democratic leaders were jubilant. 
"Yesterday's vote is the end of a chapter," 
said House Majority Whip Tony Coelho, 
D-Calif. "The Contra policy is the past." 
Toward the end of 11 hours of emotional 
floor debate, Speaker Jim Wright of Texas 
appealed for a "no" vote on Contra aid in 
favor of support for diplomatic efforts by 
Central American leaders to arrange their 
own peace settlement. 
"Mr. Reagan did not come to Washington 
to preside over Central America," Wright 
said. 
House Minority Leader Robert Michel, 
R-IU., drew cheers from outgunned conser- 
vative GOP partisans when he declared that 
"the issue of Nicaragua and Central Amer- 
ica will not go away. 
"If you vote this package down, you better 
be prepared to bear the consequences, and 
who among you is smart enough to predict 
the path (Nicaraguan President) Daniel Or- 
tega will take you? " 
On the final vote, a dozen Republicans 
e" ined 207 Democrats in voting against Con- 
a aid, while 164 Republicans and 47 Demo- 
crats backed Reagan's request. 
The crucial swing votes were cast by 
moderate Southern Democrats such as Rep. 
Dan Mica of Florida, who cast his first direct 
vote against Contra aid after seven years of 
backing the rebel cause. 
Reagan's speeches 
losing their punch 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Live television or no live tele- 
vision, President Reagan's 
power to make a speech and 
bring pressure on Congress 
isn't what it used to be. 
White House conservatives 
are furious with the three 
major television networks for 
not carrying live the presi- 
dent's last-minute plea this 
week for new aid to the Ni- 
caraguan Contra rebels. 
But even if ABC, NBC and 
CBS had joined Cable News 
Network in setting aside time 
for the Oval Office broadcast 
Tuesday night, would it have 
made a difference? 
Many think not. 
"Presidents have to realize 
they can only use that weapon 
as a reinforcing tool when 
they have a great deal of 
momentum going," said Joe 
Foote, chairman of the Radio- 
Television Department of 
Southern Illinois University, 
who is writing a book on the 
subject 
Kremlin remains quiet 
Lieutenant's death goes   unreported in Soviet media 
MOSCOW (AP) - Georgi Ma- 
lenkov died more than two 
weeks ago but the death of one of 
Josef Stalin's main lieutenants 
has gone unreported in the So- 
viet press. 
Such official silence il- 
lustrates the Kremlin's hesi- 
tance to embrace fully its policy 
of greater openness and ac- 
knowledge the darker pages of 
its past. 
Malenkov died Jan. 14 and 
was buried in Kuntsevskoye 
Cemetery in western Moscow 
five days later. But no Soviet 
newspaper or state-run broad- 
cast reported this information, 
keeping silent about a man who 
helped shape the-world's first 
socialist state before being con- 
signed to the oblivion of a power 
plant in east Kazakhstan. 
On Tuesday, the official news 
agency Tass issued the first re- 
port of Malenkov's death but no 
papers or radio stations carried 
it. 
Tass said the delay in an- 
nouncing his death was "con- 
nected with the wish of his rela- 
tives." 
The government's failure to 
report Malenkov's death, 
however, reflects a continuing 
uncertainty among the current 
Kremlin leadership over how to 
present past errors and excesses 
to the Soviet people. 
It also demonstrates that 
Communist Party chief Mikhail 
Gorbachev's policy of "glas- 
nost," or openness, is easily sa- 
crificed in matters concerning 
the party and its reputation. 
Malenkov, who was 86, symbo- 
lized the Stalin era and the 
policies of that time that are now 
under scrutiny. 
Law stops divestment 
DO YOU HAVE YOURS YET? 
Fall & Summer Housing 
f^ R.E. MANAGEMENT 
.... Quality Off-Campus Housing 
k
~™    CALL NOW. . . . 
GET YOURS TODAY! 
505 Clough Street, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Across the Railroad Tracks From "Dairy Queen" 
(Campus Manor Apartments) 
352-9302 
& 
^ 
t<tRS OF ALPHA  GAM/W* 
lb® 
Are Proud to Announce 
1988 EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
% 
President 
VP Fraternity Ed 
VP Scholarship 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Rush 
Activities 
Publicity 
Panhellenic Council 
Social 
Ritual 
Recording Secretary 
Altruism 
Membership 
Standards 
House 
Lee Gura 
Shelley Benson 
Sara Speiser 
Laura Malvilar 
Sherri Ballinski 
Jennie Maybee 
Christy Rittman 
Chris Duirk 
Donna Grill 
Amy Vojta 
Cathy Harkness 
Lori Ozog 
Mary Haubert 
Karin Gardner 
Julie Pecano 
Julie Gilles 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
We would also like to thank the 1987 
Executive Officers for a job well done. 
LANSING, Mich. (AP) - The 
nation's first law forcing public 
colleges to dump investments in 
companies operating in South 
Africa is unconstitutional, the 
Michigan Court of Appeals ruled 
in a decision released Wednes- 
day. 
The judges agreed that the 
law, intended as a protest 
against South Africa's policy of 
racial separation, violated the 
universities' constitutional 
autonomy. 
A three-judge panel ruled the 
University of Michigan was 
right to balk at being ordered to 
sell off stocks, and said Michi- 
gan does not have a public policy 
favoring South Africa divesti- 
ture. 
The law, signed by Gov. Wil- 
liam Milliken in 1982, made Mi- 
chigan the first state to force its 
public colleges to rid portfolios 
of South Africa-related in- 
vestments. It also ordered 
schools to sell investments in 
companies dealing with the So- 
viet Union. 
At one time, the University of 
Michigan held stock worth more 
than $50 million in companies 
Joins business in South Africa 
;..id $16 million in companies in- 
volved in the Soviet Union. 
Its board of regents agreed to 
sell off much of its stock, but re- 
fused to sell shares of companies 
headquartered in Michigan or of 
those with large Michigan job 
forces. 
All other Michigan schools 
complied, while Michigan State 
University and Eastern Michi- 
gan University sold their South 
Africa investments before the 
law passed. 
"We are pleased that once 
again the principle of the re- 
gents' authority to control uni- 
versity funds has been sustained 
by the courts," said Richard 
Kennedy,   vice   president   for 
eovernment  relations   at  the 
diversity of Michigan. 
The Orientation Board 
proudly announces the 
1988 Orientation Leaders 
Khalijah Abu Bakar 
Paul   Alic 
Charles Arens 
Brad Ash 
Kraig Bakar 
■Michele Beattio 
IBrigitte Beaudoln 
IBrian Beck 
Sheri Belcher 
Dana Benson 
Gabrielle Blazina 
Kathryn Blum 
Jeff Bodey 
Gino Boyazis 
Jill Bradley 
Lora Brlggs 
Betsy Broski 
Shannon Browne 
Laura Brutcher 
Denise Byerly 
Kelly Byler 
Jeff Callaghan 
Jenny Carroll 
Carlo Casey 
Patricia Chappell 
Laura Cherni 
Kathy Collins 
Heidi L. Crites 
Denise Crowl 
Stacy Davis 
Anita DeMatteis 
Karen Dicker 
Brett DiSalle 
Marianne Dorger 
Susan Downey 
Kelly Drake 
Karen Dummermuth 
Melissa Dunn 
Lisa Edrington 
Kirsten Edwards 
Julie Evans 
Maureen Evans 
Lori A. Fenneken 
Karen Fisher 
Elizabeth Follanda 
Carrie Foltz 
Richard Fuerit 
Mari George 
Kimberlie Goldsberry 
Kelly Gray 
Tracy Greul 
Karen Grlglak 
Kimberly Grimard 
Lauren Grodek 
Nancy Gulick 
Allison Haley 
Patricia Halladay 
Angela Hansel 
Thomas Harker. Jr. 
Mary Haubert 
Dianne Heckler 
Renee Hein 
Amy Holman 
Jeffrey Hopkins 
Nicole Howard 
James Huddleston 
Hilary Hudson 
Sally Huffman 
Jodi Jirik 
Heather Jones 
Wendy Jones 
Heidi Kazaroff 
Joyce Kilcline 
Karen Kohls 
Rich Kosmerl 
Sue Kotnik 
Michele Koval 
Kathy Kramer 
Debra S. Krenk 
Jennifer Kuhn 
David Kutcher 
Tricia Landers 
Amy landfield 
Amy Lechko 
Kimberly Leske 
Laura Liebermann 
Debbie Linhart 
Cynthia Long 
Lisa Ann Lunney 
Sherri Macik 
Deirdre Malley 
Carlo Mathes 
Timothy Maugherman 
Colleen McGinty 
Amy McGrath 
DiAnna McKee 
Donna McKee 
Patrick McLaughlin 
Jodi Meese 
SueMilek 
Nicole Moore 
Todd Moore 
Jennifer L. Murphy 
Mark Murphy 
Angela Musial 
Wendy Musser 
Wendy Neal 
Paige Nicholson 
Kit Nickel 
Suzanne Nixon 
Marcy Oberlin 
Lisa Padlo 
Lisa Paul 
Raymond Phoon 
Donald Pond 
Chris Riedez 
Sherri Romanski 
Jeff Romanoski 
Kristina Romcea 
Ellen Rossi 
Denise Rucker 
Kristin Rumble 
William Runda 
Kana Ryan 
Lisa Sachs 
She 11 i Sanderson 
Laurie Scott 
Jean Schragg 
Patrick Schultz 
Lisa Schumacher 
Susan Sekas 
Erika Shemberg 
Laura Shock 
Lorraine Siegworth 
Jamie Slovin 
Kim Slusser 
Betsy Smoltz 
Suzanne Smith 
Amy Snyder 
Lisa Stagger 
Dave Steiver 
Mary Sterling 
Belinda S. Stitt 
Craig Taliaterro 
Richard Teltz 
Laura Toolis 
Deanna M. Trivisonno 
Amy Vidourek 
Beth Ann Wannemocher 
Stephanie Watkins 
Nancy Watson 
Stephanie Wellman 
Mark A. Wiles 
Allyson Williams 
Catherine Witte 
lori Ann Zagoric 
Edward G. Zak 
Congratulations!! 
Gilllgan & the Castaways are psyched for training) 
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Burson powers 
Buckeye upset 
COLUMBUS (AP! - Jay Burson scored 20 poufcs, Including two 
clinching free throws with 17 seconds remaining, as Ohio State beat 
No. 17 Illinois 64-60 in the Big Ten Conference last night. 
The victory, Ohio State's third over a ranked Big Ten team at 
home this season, lifted the Buckeyes to 11-7 overall and 4-4 in the 
conference. Illinois, which lost its third straight game, fell to 14-7 
and 4-4. 
Illinois, which led 29-27 at the half, scored the first eight points of 
the second half for a 37-27 lead. The Illini led by 41-30 with 16:11 re- 
maining. 
But Ohio State came back to pull even at 51 on a basket by Jerry 
Francis with 5:01 left. 
The Buckeyes took the lead for good on a three-point play by 
Grady Mateen with 2:23 remaining, 56-53. Illinois pulled to within 
58-57 on Lowell Hamilton's two free throws with 1:04left. 
But Burson scored on a driving layup with 57 seconds left for a 
60-57 lead. Curtis Wilson added two free throws with 37 seconds left 
to make it 62-57. 
leers play host to Bulldogs 
Streaking FSG invades Ice Arena for two CCHA contests 
by Al Franco 
sports reporter 
When the Bowling Green 
hockey team traveled to Grand 
Rapids, Mich, to face Ferris 
State in the first half of the 
season, the Falcons chained and 
tamed the Bulldogs as they 
skated to 8-4 and 9-6 victories. 
But apparently the Bulldogs 
have broke their leash and have 
been out on the prowl heading 
into the weekend series at the 
BG Ice Arena having posted a 
6-2-2 record in their last 10 
games. Both games are slated 
for 7:30 p.m. 
During the stretch, FSU has 
gained ground in the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
and holds sixth place with 24 
points, just two behind fifth- 
place BG. 
In the process, the Bulldogs 
have taken three of four points 
against second-place Michigan 
State and two of four against 
first-place Lake Superior. 
Dahl Emenon 
Ferris State head coach John 
Perpich attributes the surge to 
getting some quality players 
back in the line-up. 
"I think we're a lot healthier 
as a team, and certainly we've 
played very well of late," Per- 
pich said. 
The Bulldogs have had no less 
than six starters aggravated by 
injuries in the past 30 games. 
Leading the offensive attack 
for FSU are senior left wing Dan 
Fridgen and freshman center 
John dePourcq. In CCHA match- 
BLOOMTNGTON, Ind. (AP) 
— Joe Hillman had 13 of his ca- 
reer-high 17 points in the first 
half last night as Indiana built 
fwo Public 
Lecture* 
ups, Fridgen has recorded 17 
goals and 21 assists for 38 points, 
while dePourcq is 19-18-37. 
The defense is anchored by junior Randy Robertson (2-9-11) 
and sophomore Clark Davies 
(3-9-12). Sophomore Mike Wil- 
liams has seen the majority of 
action between the pipes. Wil- 
liams posts a 10-7-4 record with a 
4.02 goals-against average. 
In order for the Bulldogs to es- 
cape BG victorious, it appears 
that Ferris must capitalize on 
the power play, which ranks last 
in the CCHA (24-130, .185). 
As far as the rest of the season 
goes, Perpich prefers to take it 
game by game. 
"We don't have any concrete 
goals," Perpich said. "If we 
keep playing the way we have 
been, things should work out." 
Perpich is also well aware the 
Bulldogs are not the only team 
which has caught fire in the 
ranks of the CCHA. 
"Bowling Green is a very good 
skating hockey team," he said. 
"Right now, they're one of the 
hottest teams in the CCHA." 
While the Bulldogs have won 
six of their last 10, the Falcons 
have iced nine of their last 12 
(9-2-1), posting a five-game win 
streak, which came to a halt in a 
6-4 loss at the hands of Illinois- 
Chicago last Saturday. 
The recent success of FSU 
doesn't seem to surprise Falcon 
defenseman Kevin Dahl. 
"We don't have any easy 
weekends left because every 
team has improved," he said. 
"If we can play them five-on- 
five and our special teams work 
well, then we should be able to 
win." 
The Falcons have three 
players among the top 10 scorers 
in the CCHA - sophomore Nelson 
Emerson (third, 15-28-43), junior 
Greg Parks (fifth, 19-23-42), and 
senior Brian Meharry (seventh, 
18-21-39). 
Pacing the Falcon back line is 
senior captain Scott Paluch 
(7-29-36), and sophomore Dahl 
(1-13-14), while the goaltending 
chores belong to Paul ConnelH 
Connell has a record of 14-7-2 
and a 4.62 goals against aver- 
age. 
Falcon Update: Who's hot? 
. . . Emerson comes into the 
weekend riding a 10-game scor- 
ing streak. He has five goals and 
13 assists for 18 points during the 
period. 
. . . Senior Don Barber has 
picked up 26 points in his last 11 
G See leers, page 10. 
Indiana defeats Minnesota 
an early 20-point lead and 
coasted to a 92-63 Big Ten Con- 
ference basketball victory over 
Minnesota. 
Flyers that Spread 
the Word 
TODAY 
ONLVI 
Now Kinko's can help you create professional 
flyeni using the latest technology in computer graphics. 
Apple's Macintosh computer and LaserWriter printer 
combine to make great-quality flyers! 
Let us help you promote your services with professional 
flyers today! 
kinko's 
113 Railroad St. 
354-3977 
It was Indiana's 12th straight 
victory over Minnesota, and it 
was the Gophers' second 
straight loss since they snapped 
a 21-game conference losing 
streak with a triumph at Michi- 
gan State last week. 
The Hoosiers never trailed the 
Gophers in either half. 
MONDAY SPECIALS 
1/2 BAKED 
CHICKEN 
Includes: Mashed 
Potatoes 
& Gravy, 
Roll& 
Butter 
•      •      •      M^vJ.DU 
THE PHEASANT 
ROOM 
2nd Floor University Union 
No reservations accepted 
or these specials 
Food coupons accepted 
4:30-7:00p.m. daily 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF CLOUGH & MERCER (BEHIND WENDY'S) 
•Rent includes gas heat 
•Spacious 2 bdrm, apts. furnished 
•Fast, dependable 24 hr. maintenance 
Rental office located at Amherst Village 
1520 Clough (behind Wendy's) 
352-0164 
•ln-house laundry centers 
•Plenty of storage area 
•Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall 
Call for an appointment! 
ME OF 
"MARGARETS'BAKED CHICKEN" 
Served Family Style 
FOR ONLY   * A   95 $4.' 
including: 
•Mashed Potatoes & Gravy 
•Cole Slaw 
IVIRY TUIS. DOWNTOWN 
163 S. MAIN ST. 
352-2595 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402 
1   i   ret    c 
•Green Peas 
•Roll & Butter 
EVERY THUR. AT THI LODGE 
1628 E. WOOSTER ST. 
354-2535 
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Geology prof digs into America's roots 
by Elizabeth Kimes 
stall reporter 
Photo/University Public Relations 
Jay Parrish looks over maps and other computer data he has gathered about Revolutionary War era Valley 
Forge campsites. 
When American Revolutiona- 
ry troops abandoned campsites 
at Valley Forge in 1778, they had 
no idea that over two centuries 
later the area would be of his- 
toric value. 
Yet for Jay Parrish, a Uni- 
versity assistant professor of 
geology, tracking down the 
remnants of the Revolutionary 
War has become a year-long 
project. 
Working with archaelogists 
from the National Park Service, 
Parrish concentrated on deter- 
mining the exact locations of the 
troops campsites. 
According to Parrish, the con- 
tinued use of the Valley Forge 
area as farmland and state and 
national parks has hampered 
the search to a degree. 
"After the encampment, the 
local people viewed the area as just something the army had 
trashed," Parrish said. "First 
the land was farmed and then 
over the next 100 years people 
would go souvenir hunting. In 
this century, people brought 
metal detectors to look for but- 
tons   and  other   memorabilia 
from the war." 
The area was also used by the 
Boy Scouts in the 1960s. While 
camping in the area, the Boy 
Scouts further disturbed the site 
by digging latrines and burying 
trash, he said. 
Another portion of the camp 
area was permanently covered 
when parking lots were built at 
the park. 
"Archaeologists were kind of 
horrified by all of this," Parrish 
said. 
With the aid of historians and 
British spy maps, the exact lo- 
cation of one of the encamp- 
ments was determined. Al- 
though the least preserved of the 
sites, it will serve as a founda- 
tion for future studies, he said. 
"Because the site wasn't per- 
served very well, there wasn't 
much to lose in terms of histori- 
cal value if we dug there," Par- 
rish said. 
An aerial photo taken in 1950 
was digitalized and enhanced by 
Parrish to display markings on 
the land before the area was fur- 
ther disrupted in the '60s. 
Parrish used a variety of 
techniques at the sites. Among 
them were methods he used to 
discover oil while working at 
Mobil   Oil   Co.   and   image 
processing technology garnered 
from his employment at the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory and 
Geospectra Corporation. 
He then analyzed calcium and 
potassium levels in the grass to 
determine where fireplaces 
stood. According to Parrish, if 
the grass contains higher levels 
of the chemical, they can begin 
to secure locations of the exact 
campsites. 
Within the next week, Parrish 
will compare his findings with 
those of the archaeologists from 
the National Park Service, he 
said. 
"I've always loved history," 
Parrish said. "Valley Forge is 
right between where my parents 
live in Philadelphia ana where 
my in-laws live. So when we'd go 
home, we had to drive through 
the park. I always thought it was 
a beautiful area and I decided to 
do something there." 
Parrish, who worked on the 
project with five University stu- 
dents, received funding from the 
National Park Service. 
"I desire research like this 
because it is interesting," Par- 
rish said. "It also helps to raise 
the knowledge and interest of 
students in general about ge- 
ology, especially in my Geology 
104 class/' 
r by Debbie Hippie staff reporter 
Students 
get more 
lab time 
i  
University Computer Services will extend its lab 
hours to accommodate students as of Sunday, Feb. 
7. 
According to Patricia Tussing, computer opera- 
tions supervisor, the hours have been changed be- 
cause of the increase in usage at the computer 
labs. 
"It was something we needed to do because 
usage is skyrocketing," she said. 
At the end of each semester, Computer Services 
conducts a survey. Based on last semester's sur- 
vey, it found that 24-hour labs are something stu- 
dents would like. After two months of talking to 
University officials, the hours were changed. 
At the Union and VAX labs, the hours are Mon- 
day through Thursday 8 a.m. to midnight and Fri- 
days 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday hours are 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. and 1 p.m. to midnight on Sundays. 
Along with lab time, Computer Services also has 
free beginning seminars on how to use the Macin- 
tosh and IBM computers with software programs. 
Any student with his identification card and cur- 
rent validation sticker can use any computer lab 
on campus, she said. 
The hours are always posted on the lab's doors 
and Tussing said, "please call Fact Line, don't call 
the labs." for further information. 
She also suggests that if anyone has questions 
about the labs they should call her at 372-2690 be- 
cause "hours can change at any time." 
Blotter 
□A complaintant reported a stolen stereo and damage to the 
dash of the car from which it was taken. Damages valued at $259. 
GThe glass covering the building directory board in Eppler 
South was broken by unknown individual(s), damage valued at 
$50. 
DA complainant reported the theft of $75 worth of meal cou- 
pons in Anderson Hall, Harshman Quadrangle. 
LJThe theft of a bicycle from the Offenhauer West bicycle 
rack was reported. The bike was valued at $50. 
HOME FALCON BASKETBALL vs. EASTERN MICHIGAN  (UjK\ 
.    TOMORROW! 
) Women 12:30 
Men 3:00 
Don't let just anybody shoot 
your senior portrait  
heirs Ours 
You 've got five more days and limited appointment times left to use ours. 
Of course after that, there 'II be plenty of time to use theirs. 
Call 372-8086 and make 
your appointment today!!! 
THE BG NEWS 
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Co-ops help job hunt 
by Tracy Richards 
reporter 
The average time it takes a 
college student to find a job after 
graduation is between six and 12 
months, but this time can be re- 
duced if the applicant has prior 
experience, according to the as- 
sistant director of Cooperative 
Education. 
David Stanford said students 
who participate in internships 
and co-ops gain experience 
which may help cut the time it 
takes to find a job. 
Internships and co-ops are 
important because employers 
look for experience, Stanford 
said. Previous experience also 
keeps the cost of training down 
for employers. 
The difference between co-ops 
and internships is that co-ops 
are usually paid positions, 
whereas internships are not. Co- 
ops also usually last longer than 
internships, he said. However, 
approximately 90 percent of the 
internships through his office 
are paid. Stanford said. 
A key to finding a position is 
developing contacts with em- 
ployers, Stanford said. The co- 
op center has the resources to 
help students gain contacts. 
Students also overlook one of the 
best contacts they may have: 
their parents, he said. 
"It s not called 'brown-nosing' 
but rather 'networking,' which 
means using all of your resour- 
ces. Don't let pride get in your 
way of finding a job," he said. 
Another resource designed to 
help students find jobs before 
ana after graduation are work- 
shops organized by Stanford. 
Stanford suggests these poin- 
ters for getting an internship or 
co-op: LJDon't limit yourself 
geographically — be willing to 
relocate if the company calls for 
it. 
Keep in mind the key thing is 
experience, not money. If you 
must spend extra time at school, 
it will pay off if you walk out ful- 
ly qualified for a good job. 
Don't let summer and fall 
sessions pass by without taking 
every opportunity to get experi- 
ence. 
David Stanford 
Acquiring experience while in 
school can help students clarify 
their career choice before look- 
ing for their first job, Stanford 
said. Recent college graduates 
often become disillusioned with 
their jobs six months after start- 
ing. 
"Be patient, not everything 
will happen overnight," he said. 
Gillmor  
D Continued from page 1. 
Contacted at his Washington, 
D.C. office yesterday, the elder 
Latta said he would not respond 
to rumors, but that he plans to 
vacate his seat. He said his son 
is a strong candidate. 
When asked about Gillmor's 
comments concerning his son, 
Latta said Gillmor could be fac- 
ing the end of his political ca- 
reer. 
"Bob is in there (the race) to 
stay and to win," Latta said. 
"He will defeat Paul Gillmor, if 
Gillmor runs, and put an end to 
his  political  career,   because 
Gillmor will then be out of the 
Senate also." 
By running, Gillmor would be 
forced to vacate his Second Dis- 
trict seat in the Ohio Senate, a 
position he has held since 1967. 
In 1986, Gillmor was narrowly 
defeated by James Rhodes for 
the Republican Gubernatorial 
nomination. 
Robert Latta said yesterday 
that Gillmor should decide 
which office he would like to 
hold. 
"I think it's time the people 
ask Paul Gillmor what he wants 
to do with his life," the younger 
Latta said. "He got beat for gov- 
ernor and he has been in andout 
BGSU STUDENTS & FACULTY 
Clip these for a $1.00 off 
your next Breakfast and 
Dinner at Dutch Pantry. 
»« 
«!*$ 
Serving a Fresh, New Goodness. 
>z 
-goo 
off 
I      C oupon 
This coupon entitles 
you to $1.00 off the 
price of any Dutch 
Pantry Dinner. 
I'., ."jnl   V «l,d I..• .ft ID ll.t I'.I 
Ar l'»i„  |.,.i,| Durih Pane* Rniaui 
No Olh*f Coupont iHi,i. ... Ikkowi 
*» 
Smmg a Fresh, New Goodness. 
This coupon entitles 
you $1.00 off on Dutch Pantry's 
"Rise and Shine" Breakfast which 
includes 2 eggs cooked to order, 
your choice of bacon or sausage, 
and a stack of pancakes or French 
toast topped with whipped butter. 
D>K<M.M Valid for iae 10 t I.I Brcakfam 
Al PaftKipaiini Dwuh Pantry Rrmui.ninM 
\o Other Coupon* (Mm « DiMiHinii Arr"« s»< 
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KAPPA DELTA PROUDLY ANNOUNCES 
THEIR NEW APPOINTED OFFICERS 
ACTIVITIES  
ALUMNAE   RELATIONS  
ASSISTANT MEMBERSHIP. . 
ASSISTANT PLEDGE 
EDUCATOR  
CHAPLAIN  
COMMITTEE   COORDINATOR 
CORRESPONDING 
SECRETARY  
EFFICIENCY  
GRACIOUS   LIVING  
GAURD  
HISTORIAN  
HOUSE  
MAGAZINE  
PARLIAMENTARIAN  
PEP  
PHILANTHROPY  
PROJECT EXCELLENCE  
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL REP 
JUNIOR  
SENIOR  
PUBLIC RELATIONS  
SALES  
SCHOLARSHIP  
SARGEANT AT ARMS. 
SISTERHOOD  
SOCIAL  
SONG  
SPIRIT  
VIP  
TRADITIONS  
BETH WORLEY 
CALLIE LINEX 
TAMMY HOWARD 
TRICIA CHAPPELL 
JOANIE SEEGER 
EILEEN   LONGO 
BETH McGOUGH 
SONIA OBERLANDER 
BARB RYBA 
LISA PODGURSKI 
MISTY CARTWRIGHT 
RENE HOPPER 
BETH HALL 
LINDA BLIZZARD 
KENDRA WEAVER 
RENE WISE 
MICHELLE McDANIEL 
BETH ANN MACK 
MITZI BRIEHL 
LINDA DEAN 
MICHELLE 
HRUSOVSKY 
SUE DOWE 
CINDY BOWEN 
JOY ROBINETTE 
MEGAN McMANAMON 
JULIA SMITH 
MARTHA STRAUCH 
LIZ MARTSEN 
TONI TAYLOR 
AMY HUTCHINS 
CONGRA TULA TIOIHS 
KAPPA DELTA • KAPPA DELTA • KAPPA DELTA • KAPPA DELTA 
of the race for the U.S. Senate. 
Now what does he want to do? " 
A source in the Wood County 
Republican Party said if Gill- 
mor runs for Congress, Rex 
Damschroder, a Fremont Re- 
publican who annnounced his in- 
tention to run last month, would 
probably drop out. 
"It will probably be a two-man 
race between Bob Latta and 
Gillmor," the source said. 
Ohio Rep. Randall Gardner 
(R-Bowling Green) announced 
early this week that he would not 
seek the Fifth District seat in the 
U.S. Congress. However, Gard- 
ner said he may be interested in 
Gillmor's Ohio Senate seat, if 
vacated. 
Robert Latta said it doesn't 
matter who enters the race. 
"I only want to represent the 
people of the Fifth District," he 
said. "I entered (the race) to 
win." 
Latta, 31. has been gathering 
his forces for the race. He said 
he has publicly received com- 
mittments from 16 county 
chairpersons of the Republican 
Party. 
He said he wants to take the 
campaign right to the voters. 
Comics cooperate 
Improv a challenge to close-knit group 
by Melissa McGilllvray 
editor 
They could have done brain 
surgery or improvisational 
comedy — but they chose "im- 
!irov" because it's more chal- 
enging. 
That's how members of Sec- 
ond City comedy troupe, who 
performed to a crowd of about 
500 in the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room last night, describe their 
off-the-wall profession. 
Dave Sinker, a member of 
the Chicago-based troupe, said 
the concept of improvisation 
could be frightening if it wer- 
en't for the closeness among 
the cast members. 
"It's all based on coop- 
eration — if you don't coop- 
erate, you're dead," he said. 
Troupe member Mike 
McCarthy agreed, adding that 
members of the troupe, who 
have been working together 
two years, "share" their tal- 
ents and never let each other 
fail because of forgotten lines. 
And McCarthy knows firsth- 
and about forgotten lines. Dur- 
ing a stint as Saturday Night 
Live writer during the 1983-84 
season, McCarthy remembers, 
"so much of my stuff was tra- 
shed. Lines are easily messed 
up" on live TV, he said. 
Ken Olshansky, another 
Second City performer, said he 
sees comedy becoming more 
and more prevalent, especially 
through television. 
"TV eats comedy like a fat 
person eats pudding," Olsan- 
sky said, explaining that while 
nightclub performers could do 
the same routine for years, 
ideas are used once on TV and 
then are never seen again. 
While deciding thafTV pays 
better, the three agreed that 
live performing is a "a 
charge." 
"It s nice to be working, kind 
of like serving pudding to fat 
people," Sinker said, laughing. 
Following in the footsteps of 
comedy greats like John Belu- 
shi, Dan Akroyd and Joan 
Rivers, the troupe uses scrip- 
ted and impromptu material 
during two fast-paced 50-min- 
uteacts. 
In their Chicago club, the 
troupe performs live to about 
330 people, carrying on con- 
versations with members of 
the audience and taking 
comedy requests. But a large 
part of their act is spent on the 
road, playing to universities 
and other organizations. 
But for this performance, 
the group said their act was 
tailor-made. 
"We try to be as topical as 
we can and use local refer- 
ences," Sinker said. "We did 
our homework because we 
care about our audience." 
Players  
D Continued from page 1. 
"He waterskis an awful lot...No boat, no skis, no 
nothing." 
Members of the troupe do their homework to in- 
sure local references, and that was evident in the 
many references to Bowling Green, The Toledo 
Blade, Cleveland and Sundance restaurant. 
A former University student who never paid his 
student loan was the butt of one skit, in which 
"Repo Men" come to repossess his education. 
"Two plus two equals three," they insist, forcing 
him to repeat after them. "The best movie ever 
made is Top Gun!" When the exhausted former 
student finally says he believes Tammy Faye 
Baker is the greatest American ever, the Repo 
Men are satisfied with a job well done. 
The players, while making fun of others, also 
poked tun at the comedy profession. 
As two men began an argument, their speech 
became jumbled and incoherent. Consequently, a 
fellow comic entered, explaining, "It's not their 
fault —it's our writers. Ladies and gentlemen, if 
you're going to drink, don't type." 
Project  
D Continued from page 1. 
Ball State University will be- 
Cwork on a similar project 
summer. The project is not 
one building; it is a combination 
of already existing buildings and 
new ones. 
John Ginter, associate sports 
information director at Ball 
State, said the new building will 
encompass the already existing 
pool, gymnasium and track and 
field facility. 
"The new addition will have a 
TIRED HAIR? £ 
IT'S TIME 
FOR A CHANGE 
■   -  ' ~. 
r 
-5* A 
V. *r     *>i 
The 80's look in fashion calls for hair 
styles with controlled fullness, subtle 
waves and curl. So why not let one of our 
fashion-minded professionals create a new 
style just for you. 
Students receive 25% off! 
Just walk-in or make your 
appointment before 4 p.m. 
system severv 
Kairstylirvg 
1072 North Main, Bowling Green 
352-6516 
human performance building 
lab between the present gym 
and field sports gym," Ginter 
said. "It will have three levels 
and will house many offices. 
"We don't have a facility large 
enough to compete with some of 
the local high schools nor do we 
have a place that will attract 
bands and big entertainment." 
According to Ginter, the Car- 
dinals haven't been able to fill 
their basketball arena. 
The current basketball arena 
seats 7,000, but the average 
crowd this year has only been 
3,100. he said. 
Chris Sherk, the University's 
sports information director, said 
attendance at Anderson Arena is 
similar to Ball State's. 
"Our average basketball at- 
tendance this year has been 
2,771 and the arena seats 5,000," 
Sherk said. "On the other hand 
the Ice Arena has a seating ca- 
pacity of 3,000. Last year the 
average crowd was 3,146 and it's 
been 2,949 so far this year." 
"You don't build a building for 
today; you must think about the 
future," Ginter said. "You don't 
want to spend all that money 
and find that you have outgrown 
it in five years." 
PFISTERER'S-GLADIEUX 
ENTIRE STOCK 
1/2 PRICE 
EVERYTHING MUST GO IN 
THIS FINAL INVENTORY 
CLEARANCE OF MENS AND 
LADIES BETTER TRADITIONAL 
CLOTHING AND SPORTSWEAR 
HIS LADY'S TWEEDS 
101 N. MAIN B.G. OHIO 
THIRD ANNUAL BGSU PEACE LECTURE 
Dr. Nadia 
Burova 
Prominenl Soviet teacher, educator, translator, and 
peace activist. Co-founder and head of the Center 
for Creative Initiatives in Moscow. 
"Communicating for Peace: 
Building Soviet-American Bridges Through Education" 
730Tuesday, February 9 
In the Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center 
Bowling Green State University 
This lecture is sponsored by the Edward Lamb Foundation of Toledo, Ohio. 
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Cagers on win streak 
by Andy Woodard 
assistant sports editor 
Two women's basketball teams going in opposite 
directions will meet tomorrow in Anderson Arena. 
Bowling Green, winner of four straight and 10 of 
its last 11, hosts Eastern Michigan, loser of four in 
a row and nine of its last 10, in the battle of first 
and last-place Mid-American Conference tea 
The Falcons, 14-4 overall, 7-1 in P 
the MAC, exploded Wednesday! 
night in a 101-78 victory over I 
visiting Central Michigan. On I 
the other hand, the Hurons, 4-12, 
1-7, are coming off a 97-66 loss at 
Ohio University. 
"We're in a transition year in 
our program," Huron head 
coach Cheryl Getz said. "I'm in 
my first year as head coach, and 
we have a lot of young and inex-L 
Krienced players who haven't had much playing 
ne. 
"Plus, we're hurting at the guard spots. We've 
had trouble handling teams which pressure us." 
The task might not get any easier for EMU as 
the Falcons often put on a full-court press for the 
entire game. BG point guard Paulette Backstrom 
said the team will look to up tempo the game. 
"We're playing really well right now. We're 
moving well and passing the ball well," Back- 
strom said. "We're playing good defense and if we 
can continue to do that I think we'll do well against 
Eastern." 
One of the sidelights of the game will be on Fal- 
con forward Jackie Motycka. The 6-0 junior is only 
13 Doints away from breaking BG all-time scoring 
Getz 
champion Chris Turtle's record of 1,420 points. 
Tuttle (1979-83), scored her points in 107 games. 
Motycka will be playing her 77th game tomorrow. 
"If I get the record, it will be an accomplish- 
ment. It will be honor," said Motycka, who is 
averaging 19.9 points per game. "It'll be some- 
thing that I'll look back on and be proud about.       • 
"It'll be something which reminds me, not only 
of my success, but of the team's success as well. 
The record will be a complement to the team. It 
won't just be me - it'll be the team which is getting 
the honor." 
Overall, the Falcons appear to be the dominate 
team. They lead the conference in team offense 
(78.4), field-goal percentage (.469), scoring mar- 
gin (9.3), and rebound margin (9.0). 
However, Motycka cautioned against any letup 
from the squad. 
"Eastern Michigan's a good team and they can 
beat us iust like any other team in the MAC can," 
she saia. "They need a win and when they come 
here they'll get the opportunity. We'll have to play 
hard to beat them." 
Despite EMU's dismall record, Getz said her 
team nas been playing hard. This is evident as 
they rank second in the MAC in rebounding margin 
(3.6) without a starter over 5-11. 
Getz added it will be difficult to shut down the 
Falcons' high-scoring offense, but said her team 
will have to in order to win. 
"We need to play good defense," the former 
Dayton assistant coach said. "They're all capable 
of scoring. I recruited some of their younger kids - 
Heather Finfrock, Traci Gorman, Tecca Thomp- 
son - so I know what they can do. We'll try to play 
our best possible defense." 
Tip-oft is at 12:30 p.m. 
Tankers look to rebound 
by Mark Huntebrinker 
sports reporter 
The Bowling Green men's and 
women's swim teams hope to 
get back on the winning track 
this weekend. 
Both teams travel to Cincin- 
nati to take on Xavier, today, be- 
fore returning home tomorrow 
to swim against Mid-American 
Conference foe Ohio University 
in an important conference 
meet. 
The women suffered their first 
loss of the year in seven dual 
meets last week at Miami 
(127-89), while the men fell to 1-2 
in the MAC, 5-2 overall with a 
115-103 loss at the hands of the 
Redskins. 
The Falcons are currently 2-1 
in the MAC and in third place. 
OU is in second place at 3-0, 
while Miami is in first with a 4-0 
mark. A win over OU this week- 
end would put BG in a second- 
place tie with the Bobcats. 
"With only one MAC dual 
meet remaining, this meet could 
decide the battle for second 
place," said Falcon head swim 
coach Brian Gordon. 
Two Falcon women currently 
hold top performances in the 
MAC. Andrea Szekely is the 
owner of the best 500-yard frees- 
tyle time, while Shari Williams 
holds the conference's best 
a See Swim Meet, page 10. 
...... BG News/File Photo Looking Ahead 
Bowling Green forward Lamon Pippin, seen here in recent action, and the rest of the team are preparing 
for tomorrow's MidAmerican Conference home game against Eastern Michigan The Falcons dropped a 
close 63-60 MAC game to Central Michigan on Wednesday and are now 712 overall, 2-6 in the MAC. The 
season doesn't get any easier for BG as the Hurons come in with a conference-leading 7-1 record. Game 
time is 3 p.m. in Anderson Arena. 
AMERICAN: ; LUNG ASSOCIATION 
The Chnsimas Sew People ■ 
BASKETBALL SATURDAY! - ^FALCONS vs. HURONS fi) "ROTR^ 
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BG tumblers 
travel to EMU 
by Don Hvnsley 
ipoitl n'porltfr 
The Bowling Green gymnas- 
tics team will attempt to keep its 
two-game Mid-American Con- 
ference win streak alive 
tomorrow when they tumble 
against Eastern Michigan in 
Yps i 1 an ti, 
Mich. 
The Falcons 
have won the 
last two weeks 
against   Ball 
State, and are 
currently look- 
ing   to   gain 
ground   on 
MAC   leader 
Western   Mi-   Tro«t 
chigan (6-0 overall, 4-0 in the 
MAC). BG, 2-1 overall, is cur- 
rently tied for second with Cen- 
tral Michigan. 
The biggest concern for the 
Falcons is that they currently 
possess the lowest team score 
(171.7) in the six-team confer- 
ence. 
The Hurons will be paced by 
Dawn Hintz, who last week had 
two first-place finishes and two 
second-place finishes in their 
loss to Western. Highlighting 
Hintz's performance was her" 
score of 9.0 on the uneven bars, 
and her winning all-around 
score of 35.5. 
The Falcons, on the other 
hand, will be looking to improve 
on their bar scores. The bars 
have been the downfall for the 
squad this year. With an im- 
proved performance on the 
bars, the women should be able 
to record a much improved 
team score. 
BG will be led by junior cap- 
tain Kim Trost, who had a 
season-best score of 9.0 on the 
vault last week. Freshmen Meg 
Griffin and Kim Crawford will 
also be looking to supply more 
top scores. 
Crawford is also coming off a 
season's best score of 9.0 on the 
floor exercise last week, and 
Griffin is always among the 
leaders in all events. 
The meet begins at 1 p.m. 
Sound off against 
A noise pollution 
SENIOR 
Phi Eta Sigma Members 
You may bo eligible for 
one of nine 
$2,000 Scholarships!! 
If you plan to enter 
graduate school in the 
fall of 1988 contact: 
Mike Drabenscott       372-5526 
or 
LisaSnoddy 353-9611 
For your application TODAY!! 
DEADLINE MARCH 1 
Woman to do color analysis 
by Andy Woodaid 
assistant sports editor 
A Bowling Green first will take place 
tomorrow when BG's hockey team hosts 
Ferris State. 
Sandy Myers, a member of the sports 
department at WBGU radio, will do the 
color analysis of the hockey game, the 
radio station announced yesterday. 
Myers, a radio-television-film major, 
will be the first woman to do the Job which 
had formerly been done by men. 
"I'm really excited about it," Myers 
said. "I'm glad for the opportunity and I'm 
looking forward to it." 
Dean Ditmer, also a member of WBGU 
sports department, compares the first to a 
television first. He said Myers will be do- 
ing the same thing as NBC's Gayle Sier- 
ens. Sierens did the play-by-play for the 
Kansas City - Seattle National Football 
League game last December. 
Ditmer said Myers Is deserving of the 
chance. 
"She's worked very hard," Ditmer said. 
"Personally, I think it's a great jump for 
her. A lot oi guys have worked in the booth 
and I think she's showing a lot of guts. I 
hope she does well." 
Myers credited WBGU sports director 
Beth Faber for the chance. 
"Beth puts in so much work. She's a 
wonderful person to work for," she said. 
Myers said she had to do several demo 
tapes before she was allowed to do the Job. 
She said she is capable of doing the job be- 
cause she has followed hockey since she 
was in high school. She added that hockey 
was her favorite sport. 
Myers, who is a sophomore from Fair- 
view Park, ammitted she's somewhat git- 
tery. 
' Sure, I'm nervous," she said. "I know 
it's going to be difficult for the fans to tune 
in and believe a female. They'll probably 
say "What does she know?" 
"But I hope they don't say that." 
In addition to working on the sports 
staff, Myers Is on the sales staff and the 
assistant promotions director at the 
station. 
Basketball Hall of Famers named 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) 
— Wes Unseld, the first year he 
was up for election, Clyde Lovel- 
lette and Oregon State Coach 
Ralph Miller were named to the 
Basketball Hall of Fame yester- 
day. 
A fourth man whose election 
was announced was the late Bo- 
bby McDermott, who dropped 
out of high school to star in the 
pros in the 1930s. 
Although Unseld made it in his 
first try, the Honors Committee 
passed over his flashier former 
teammate Earl Monroe for a 
second consecutive year. 
"I wasn't flashy and I never 
played pretty," said Unseld, 
who last month became head 
coach of the Washington Bullets 
in the NBA. "My contributions 
were in the things most people 
don't notice. They weren't In 
high scoring or dunking or be- 
hind-the-back passes." 
But during his 13-year playing 
career with the Bullets, the 
6-foot-9 Unseld, who also played 
center on his high school football 
team and won the Kentucky 
state high school shot put cham- 
pionship, averaged 14 rebounds 
and 10.6 points in 984 games and 
led the Bullets to the 1978 NBA 
title. 
His impact on the Bullets was 
immediate. A first-round draft 
pick, who had averaged 19 re- 
bounds and 20 points a game at 
the University of Louisville, Un- 
seld was named the NBA's Most 
Valuable Player as well as Roo- 
kie of the Year in 1969. The only 
other player to gain both honors 
was Wilt Chamberlain. 
Following his retirement, Un- 
seld was named vice president 
of the Bullets in 1981. He began 
this season as an assistant 
coach. 
Unseld was surprised that 
Monroe again failed to win elec- 
tion. "If anybody in his era revo- 
lutionized the game it was Earl. 
We have Michael Jordan and 
Magic Johnson now, but he was 
the one who set the standard for 
that type of play," Unseld said. 
Lovellette, who ushered in the 
era of the high-scoring big 
center in the early 1950s at the 
University of Kansas, said he 
also had felt ignored by the Hall 
of Fame. 
"It seems somewhat overdue. 
I used to read about guys who 
came after me getting elected, 
and it sort of made me wonder. 
But I'm just glad it happened, 
before I passed away, said 
Lovellette, in a telephone inter- 
view between classes at White's 
Institute in Wabash, Ind., where 
Get your Fail Housing 
from 
GREENBRIAR. INC. 
featuring 
POE ROAD APTS. 
215 E. Poe Road 
1 bedroom and efficiency apartments 
both furnished and unfurnished 
9Vi month lease - from $190/month - 5300/month 
12 month lease - from $180/month - $283/month 
We offer a full-range 
of one & two-bedroom 
apt. and houses. 
224 E. Wooster     352-0717 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
CONGRATULATES 
Newly Elected Officers '88-'89 
Prexident Amy IIIIIIIIIIII 
1H| Viee Pre*ident Laura Cherni 
2nd Vice Prmident Rebecca StevenM 
Recording Secretary Laura Viland 
CorreHponding Secretary Kim Long 
Treamirer Mary Rizzo 
KegiNtrar Krwti Kohli 
Martihal Judy Bell 
Pledge Educator Lori Zagoric 
Public Relalionit Ellen Biltel 
Rush Chairman Tracy Thomas 
House Chairman Lynn Drewiel 
Fraternity Educator Maureen O'Neil 
Scholarship Chairman Laura Shock 
Social Chairman Kim Cotter 
Philanthropy Chairman Amy Hard 
Sr. Panhellenir Rep. Michele Schmidt 
Jr. Panhellenic Rep. 
dkl   .... 
Sally Collin* 
Special thanks to previous officers '87-'88 
for their outstanding accomplishments! 
he teaches teen-agers who have 
been in trouble with the law. 
After leading Kansas to the 
NCAA Championship in 1952 and 
the U.S. Olympic team to the 
gold medal in Helsinki, he aver- 
aged 17 points a game in an 
11-year professionalcareer with 
the Minneapolis Lakers, Cincin- 
ati, St. Louis and the Boston Cel- 
tics. 
After his retirement from the 
Celtics, Lovellette worked as a 
television sports director, sher- 
iff of Vigo County, Ind., director 
of a nursing home in Illinois, 
owned an antique shop on Cape 
Cod and coached at St. An- 
thony's High School in New Bed- 
ford, Mass. 
"I think anybody who goes 
into coaching hopes some day he 
might be elected and I'm just as 
happy as can be," said Miller, 
who prior to Thursday night's 
tame with the University of 
outhern California had amas- 
sed a 642-358 record in 37 years 
of college coaching. 
"I enjoy the work, and that 
doesn't mean I've figured out 
how to win every game," said 
Miller. 
Icers  
i) Continued from page 8. 
games, scoring eight goals 
and posting 18 assists. 
... Parks has 18 points in 
his last 11 games with nine 
goals and nine assists. 
.. . Senior Brent Regan 
has eclipsed his career- 
high total for one season. 
His 30 points betters the 29 
he accumulated last 
season. 
... Sophomore Joe Quinn 
has a five-game scoring 
streak, tying his career 
high. He has posted four 
goals and two assists for 
six points during the 
stretch. Meharry also has 
a five-game streak 
(3-7-10). 
Swim Meet 
11 Continued from page 9.-———————-^—— 
times in the 50 and 100 freestyle. 
The relay events could be a major factor in this weekend's 
meet. BG's time of 4:01.33 in the 400 medley relay is the second 
best in the MAC this season. OU's time of 4:03.87 is the third 
best. The Falcons and Bobcats are also second and third, re- 
spectively, in the 400 freestyle relay. 
Falcon diver Mary Pfeiffer and OU's Dayna Green will 
battle on the one- meter board. Green owns the conference's 
best score (273.25), while Pfeiffer's 271.05 is the MAC's second 
best. 
The men look for their second win of the year in the MAC ag- 
aist OU, which is currently 2-1 in MAC competition, 10-3 over- 
all. Rich Foster, coming off a fine performance last weekend in 
winning the 100 and 200 freestyle events, and Mike Poindezter, 
winner on both the one- and three-meter boards last weekend 
and holder of the MAC's best score (291.13) of the season on the 
one-meter board, lead the Falcons against a solid OU squad. 
Today's action against the Musketeers gets under way at 4 
p.m. Tomorrow's meet is slated for noon in Cooper Pool. 
PIKES   •   PIKES   •   PIKES   •   PIKES   •   PIKES   •   PIKES ■? r !■« 
ATTENTION LADIES 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Regional Convention Party 
Saturday 10pm 
Pike House 
Semi-Formal Attire 
PIKES   •   PIKES   •   PIKES   •   PIKES   •   PIKES   •   PIKES 
JUNIOR 
PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS 
You may be eligible for 
one of twenty-eight 
$500 SCHOLARSHIPS!! 
For your scholarship 
application contact: 
Lisa Snoddy 
or 
Mike Drabenstott 
353-9611 
372-5526 
Deadline for submission is 
FEBRUARY 8. 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
A Vim From ilia Bottom of ih. Pll. 
•Ved.Feb 10 al 6 30 PM the Honors Stuoenl 
Aasocatlon presents BQSU Sociology pro 
lessor Jamee Young speaking on his ex- 
pertencee M a corrections officer In a major 
prieon system Free and open to el-the Honors 
Center below Krelscher 
AHA 
Freahman Orientation 
» Membership Drl.e 
Jan 25m - 39tti Feb 1at • Stn 
9-3 MSC 1 BA Loobies 
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS 
S.C E.C. MAKE IT-TAKE IT WORKSHOP 
SUN . FEB 7 4-8 PM 2ND FLOOR ED 
BLDQ $6 MEMBERS. $6 NON-MEMBERS 
COME FOR GREAT IDEAS' 
Caribbean Association presents a Reggae 
Tribute to Bob Martey with Chicago s Satan on 
Saturday. Feb 6. 9 pm N.E Commone 
iated by ECAP. BSU, APA. TWGA. WSA. 
PSO and Ethnic Studies (Oneness. Peace and 
Love) 
FRIDAY NIGHT SHABOAT SERVICE 
sponsored by 
The Jewish Student's Group 
February 5 St 6 00 In 
the Faculty Lounge ot the 
Union. For more Into can 
354-8420 
HSA Winter Retreat 
Set., Feb. 6 9-2 
Join HSA tor a day ot cross-country skiing (S3 
ski rental), ice-skating (please brng your own) 
and other winter delights Just come into the 
Honors Oflice-231 Administration Bldg-and 
sign up by 3 PM Fri. Feb 5 For more ailo, call 
372-8504 Sponsored by the Honors Student 
Association-more than meets the eye' 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
lormal meeting 
MONDAY FEB. »TH 
7 30 PM Alumn, Room 
Speaker Irom Toledo Trust 
BRING A FRIEND" 
SO L D 
Leadership-Learning 
Topic. Communication 
2-10 - 7 00 PM 4 2-15 ■■ 4:30 PM 
Contact 405 Student Services tor reservations 
SOLD 
Leader ship-Learning 
Development Workshop Sanaa 
Slop by 405 Student Services tor more 
information and reservation materials 
SOLD. 
Leadership-Learning 
Development Workshop 
Topic: Leadership 
Feb 8 ■ 4 30 PM 
Contact 405 Student Services lor reservations 
The School ol HPER Wet Hold its Next Saturday 
Recreation Program lor Youth with 
Dieabllilloe on Saturday February 6. from 11 
AM - 1 PM Older group meet at Ihe Rec 
Center. Younger group meet at the Ice Arena 
VALENTINE'S DAY GREETING CARDS 
Sponsored by the AMA 
$1 each or 4 lor S3 
Fab 2-Fab 12 betwn  9 3 
In MSC and BA lobbies 
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO WITH YOUR 
LIFE??   WHAT EVER IT IS. NATIONAL STU- 
DENT CAN HELP YOU" EXCHANGE TO 1 OF 
SO COLLEGES ACROSS THE U.S. 
AND 
PAY NO OUTOF-STATE FEES!!! 
FIND OUT MORE TUESDAY AT 3 AT 231 AD- 
MINISTRATION BLDQ' OR CALL 2-8202" 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
IWICI) MEMBERSI 
REMINDER1 
You al want to be at the BGSu GRADUATE 
PANEL on Wednesday. Feb I0at815pmin 
115 Education Four grads Irom magazine, 
public relations. RTVF and news-edftorlai wi be 
sure to anawer your career questions DON'T 
FORGET' Your friends from SPJ and BGPRO 
w* be there, loo1 
Young adults support group Pizza Party lor 
oalomatea under 30 years Feb IB at St 
Vincents Hospital. Toltd-. 7 PM For more info 
474-3040. Please RoVP 
and Job Search Workshop", spon- 
sored by the Co-op Office end Hoepitallty 
Management, will be held on Mon.. Fab. Bin 
at 7:M PM In 114 Bus Admin. Open to ell mi- 
LOST It FOUND 
LOST. Purple change purse al Uptown Impor- 
tant Inlo-Reward Cal 354-4133 
LOST   three keys on a Honda Key Cham n 
lound pleaee cal 372-5783 
LOST: yeeow Gold ring with am diamond 
dueler Loal 1 -27-88 If lound. contact 284 BA 
Dept 07 Mgml 2 2946 Has great sentimental 
value. Reward given it lound. 
RIDES 
Ride needed 10 the Aim Arbor or Lansing area 
Vatenttnea weekend or any weekend wa pay 
gas or whatever II coats. Please cad Jan at 
372-1548 
SERVICES OFFERED 
A to Z -Wa I pack a ship 
UPS'Federal Express 
148 S Mam 352-5042 
Abortion, morning alter treatment 
Proud to be pro-choice 
Center lor Choice II. ToieOo.O 255-7789 
■QSU STUDENTS-DO YOU NEED MONEY? 
5-26 Scholarship Sources, matched with 
YOUR unique qualifications Save time 
and money: 1st 200 BGSU students who 
apply quality lor $10 off our $35 fee 
Write today lor application 
SCHOLARSHIP RESOURCES. Bo. 588 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
Attention al education majors" Did you ever 
have a teacher who had a very positive in- 
fluence on your declaion to become an 
educator? If so. nomlnste them for the EESAB 
Teacher Hal ol Honor Applications are being 
handed out in the Education Building They are 
due by Apr! Sponsored by the Elementary 
Education Student Advisory Board. 
mention All Psychology Mejora 
Come to Happy Hours today at 4 at Brathaua 
Be prepared to tjacuaa your own personality 
theory with your leaow junior psychologists'" 
'NEED A CARING RESPONSE 
TO PROBLEM PREGNANCY? 
CALL 
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER 
AT 364 HOPE 
FOR 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
INFORMATION AND SUPPORT 
WERE HERE TO HELP YOU THROUGH 
ATTENTION" ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED TO 
TAKE ELE ED METHODS COURSES (EDO 
351. 352. 353. 355, 358) MUST APPLY FOR 
METHODS THE SEMESTER BEFORE 
ENROLLMENT' Deadline 10 apply lor Fal OR 
Summer, tgSSEle Ed Methods Wednesday. 
Fab 10-5:00 p m Application forms available 
in 529 Ed  BMg 
PERSONALS 
Campaign Stall. OhOens for HAIG   Help Ihe 
Cause, Volunteer now' 1-800-533-HAK3 
CAREER SEARCH '•• 
Sponsored by the AMA Wed. Feb  10 
3rd Floor-Union, 1 00-3 30 
Don't miss this opportunity to meet and discuss 
with representatives from the Marketing, Ac- 
counting MIC-CS, and Humanities Inoustries 
Each panel wi consist ol 3 companies Irom 
each field This is the perfect chance to make 
contacts Plan to attend' 
UPTOWN-DOWNTOWN 
BG'n most famous gathering place 
9th Anniversary Party 
Saturday Fab. 11th 5:00 P.M. 
S2.00 Admission Includes: 
FREE Domino. Plus 
FREE T-Shlrt to Ihe fir SI 1S0 
Visors, trlsbeei 1 drink specials 
FOR ALL 
GREAT BO-TU POST GAME PARTYIII 
WE LOVE OUR 
KKQ VIPS!" 
PERFECTLY PLAID 88 
PERFECTLY PLAID 88 
PERFECTLY PLAID '88 
' Thn Keene ■ 
I'm glad you came lo BG 
Just to see Nthe cJe me 
I missed you so much 
And I love you a bunch! 
-I LOVE YOU- 
' * MIKE HAM ' ' 
I hope you're "Mad About Plaid 
Becuz you're tame with me won't be bad. 
Add another sweslshlrt to your collection 
I hope Set night WIN be to your satisfaction 
' Perfectly Plaid'' w» be GREAT 
And I ready can't wart* 
Your Gamma Phi Dale 
*** Krtsta Spannmger '** 
Congratulations on your Gamma Phi-Kappa Sig 
lavaaenng to Jim Davis Love, your Gamma Phi 
Sisters 
" ■" Joanne Patterson • • • 
Congratulations on your Gamma Phi-Beta Theta 
PI ravaeenng lo Aaron McVeigh. 
Love, your Gemma Phi Sisters 
• • • KAPPA SK3S " " • 
STEVE. MATT, and PHIL 
Twas Ihe mghl before DUO 
and al over BG 
Young men were chanting, 
•Why can't it be mar- 
But 3 KAPPA SKJS 
wi have the chance 
to see thee dates m action 
al the DC RANCH' 
with beer a-plenty 
we'll chug ill dawn 
for the MONMOUTH TRADITION 
Sti lives on .. 
•Love. Your KKG Detea 
It's not just a FAD 
II s PERFECTLY PLAID 
• "BRYANT HEFLIN-" 
Monmouth Duo is almost here. 
Gel psyched tor dancing a Iota ol beer 
The time has come for you to see, 
Just how much run a Kappa can be! 
Love ya. Sue 
"'■MJ ANOBJ'" 
Perfectly Pleta la finely hare 
So get ready to laugh and drink lota ol bear 
We'l dance and we'l party an Saturday night 
Cuz GAMMA PHI BETAS can do It up nghll 
* Low. Ely and Cathy 
P S   I love my ZBTi 
"■RoydShauldln""* 
Monmouth Duo la drawing near 
It's time to party and drink some beer' 
Your Ural date party wi be a blast 
So we I party al night lo make II last1 
Love Ya' Kris 
""" GAmma Phi Beta"" ■ 
We're mad about Plaid 
•"Gamma Phi Beta"' 
• "Karen Kwle If" 
You are the greatest Roomie! I hope you have a 
wonderful  weekend   with  Tim!   We're  OSU 
bound soon' 
Loveyal 
Carat   
•••PERFECTLY PfjUO"" 
GAMMA pm BETA ■ ZETA BETA TAU 
Are you ready. Greg? 
" •PERFECTLY PLAI0• • • 
■ • • SHAWN ZIMMERMAN' ■ ■ 
Gat psyched for Duo, we'l have a great Dmel 
I'm reaiy excited causa my Kappa Date la one 
otakmdl! 
-Your favorite pommeretle 
"•VToDamjettkwd"- 
From W Va. you've come to dear B.G. 
I'm glad you're flnaay here with ma. 
Get exerted Monmouth DM can't Da best 
The Kappaa wi knock you off your feel 
Thra weekend wi go by much too feat 
'Cuz together we always have e basal! 
"'Lovaya. Kim*" 
"BRIAN SMITH" 
SO YOUR DOING DUO HUH 
IHEARO 
"CHRISTOPHER IVEB" 
Monmouth Duo is drawing near, and the night 
wi be f ied with laughter and good cheer We'l 
party, dance, and have lota ol fun. but don't you 
worry, the fun has not yet begun That weekend 
wi be greet cuz I've got the hottest data' 
I LOVE YOU 
Carle 
"OESIREE" 
Happy 19th Birthday Roomie' 
••PARTY-• 
"HOWIE" 
Don'I B Alarmed 
cuz Ihe 3rd time « a charm 
so at thia Kappa dale party we'l cause no harm 
as I take U by the arm. get psyched 4 a heck ol 
a good term' 
an, Mlcheie 
"SrgEp" 
DAVE. 
The last data party we had a lot of lun 
T wasting -n- Shouting, 
You thought the excitement was dona. 
This lima around wi be better, you'l see 
We'l go MAD ABOUT PLAID, fust you and me 
Love, your Gamma Phi Date, Ann 
"SajEp'- 
•BIG ERIN CURRAN and UL JUUE MARTINI- 
Ready for a wad N crazy family rale at DUO? 
we'l show Tadd. Kevin, and vc 
Just how much fun our KKG family can be! 
" Kappa Love and mine. KIM" 
•BILL STEVENS' 
Welcome back tor a lime' 
I miss youl 
Psalm 20:4.5 
Love. Kim 
•DELTA TAU DELTA" 
CRAIG MATURI 
Gel   psyched   lor   tomorrow   night,   cause 
Perfectly Plaid wi be out ol sighti 
Love. 
Your GAMMA PHI DATE. 
USA 
-JIM DAVIS" 
ARE   YOU   READY   TO   DRINK   THIS 
WEEKEND?!? GET PSYCHED FOR PERFECT- 
LY PLAID! 
I Love You-Kriata Sue 
•JULIE MANAGHAN- 
A belated congratulations on becoming an ac- 
tive GAMMA PHI BETA and    get psyched lor 
a PERFECTLY WILD i PLAID WEEKEND' 
Love, your Big 
•Monmouth Duo 138• 
Chris, Tan. Jeff, Tim, Pet and whoever Lorl 
decides to lake 
Carnations are wine. 
Ribbons are blue. 
We can't wait to 
DUO with you! 
Love. Your Pi PM Deles 
The Pi Ptaa from Apt 8 (and one from Apt 10) 
PS Shoo bee-doo Dee QUO'  
"PhiPsl's* 
We're exerted lor the lee tonight' 
Love, 
The Alpha xra 
"POPTART" 
It'l be 5:30 Sal   night whan al your dreams 
come true Can you wait? Sunklaa 
"R.I. REBEL1 
Dreema do coma true! I hope you are excited 
about MONMOUTH DUO cause we're gonna 
have the BEST nnei I'm glad I have the 
semester with you' After met we'l see1 You 
are the BEST' I'm sti sman'i 
Always- 
SHCR 
"SAND! BEACH I PETE TOO'1 
GET READY FOR A WILD. CRAZY WEEKEND! 
THEBG CREW IS WAITING TO PARTY WITH 
YOUl (EVEN THOUGH. MIAMI PEOPLE DON T 
KNOW HOW TO DRINK!) GET PSYCHED FOR 
PERFECTLY PLAIO" 
A.C., 
Happy Birthday. I Love Youl 
John Ogle 
AGO AGO AGO 
To the three cockiest 
Alpha Qema -Cathy H . Amy V . and Laura M 
Corvgratuationa on you offices' 
AGO Lee Oura AGO 
CONGRATULATIONS' 11 
Youl make a great president" 
Love. Your Lime 
Attention Dave Seera 
Get ready to snuffle your feet 
and groove to the beat! 
Lafa gat Mad about Paadl 
Your Gamma Phi date. Juee 
Attentjon Ledxrs 
Want to meat Mot of greet guys? Coma to the 
PM House Saturday at 10pm to meet 300 dif- 
ferent Ptkee 
PROUD TO BE A PIKEItt 
Attention Students 
Don! miss the 8th Annual BGSU Leadership 
Conference on February 19-20, 1988 
Regsslratlon information available by caring 
372-2151 Join us in our "QUEST FOR SUC- 
CESS"! 
ATTENTION PHI PSIS AND ALPHA XI'S: 
THERE'S BEEN A MURDER" 
COME TO THE PHI PS! HOUSE MESSED TO 
KILL AND BE PREPAREO TO SOLVE THE 
MYSTERY"   WIN  A   FINDER'S  GIFT  CER- 
TIFICATE 
ATTENTION  M«m. Pares 
PSYCHO ANO OORRBALL 
Into Bowing Green you've come 
But the fun has fust begun 
Close your eyes and make a wish-- 
Three whole days with your cute dish' 
Your dates. 
Maggot and Snack-n-Cake 
Beth McGaugh. 
Hope Happy 21 waa tons of tun 
Lovaya. Barb 
BGSU   has   occupied   the   minds   of  the 
ok) heeds 
for the peat few years. 
Al the good times, celebrated memories 
and cheers. 
Finely, yes finally, the majority wi 
graduate from skoo 
But watch out. causa the BLUE LIGHT 
nil an as wall 
BigChriatl. 
Happy Brrthday Big' 
Hope you have a Greet Birthday! 
I Love Youi 
Love. Your La" Jermllet 
BIUNEFF 
I'm so psyched lor thia weekend' We're going 
to have an awesome time at Monmouth> Speed 
home Mighty Merc! 
Love. June 
Bob Mertey's birthday is Feb 6 
If he were save today, he'd celebrate it on 
February 27 with the ALPHA XI'S- 
REGGAE REVELRY 
BOWLING GREEN 8TH ANNUAL 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
QUEST FOR SUCCESS 
February 19-20. 1988 
For registration into call 372-2151 
Brock, 
I hope that you are excited tor our second an- 
nual Monmouth Duo  Let's make Iha the Se- 
cond Best weekend thta yew! 
Love. 
KIM 
CHECK IT OUTI 
Men s and Women's designer fragrances at 
80% off Georglo. Obsession. Poison. Opium. 
White Shoulders. Passion. Aram*. Drakkar 
Obsession lor Men. Men's Georglo. and Polo 
For more mlormetion or lo order cal 372-1707 
right away' 
CHRIS PARSONS IS SEEKING SUSAN OR 
ANY OTHER FEMALE FOR WINTER WED- 
DING PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON AT ROOM 
205 ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
Christmas Eve brought a specie! surprise to 
w-ndy Nome and Matt Yeager aa they hsvE 
decided to marry Aren't you gtad you went for 
that drive? Best wishes on your Dec 1 7th wed 
ding UL. The Sislers of Alpha Delta Pi 
Congratulatory to Brother Greg Goodm tor las 
racoDmplrahments In the visual communications 
Held and tor being chosen rfvs week's Brother 
ol the Week! 
-The Sigma Nus 
COUCH POTATOES UNITE" LODGE NO 54, 
Ohio's oldest and world's largest lodge an- 
nounces its 5th Annual Membership Drive For 
FREE offloau couch potato membership card 
and letter, send qualifications a S A S E to 
Lodge No 54. Box 333-B. Grand River, OH 
44045 
!>££ P'KES PIKES PIKES   PIKLS PIKiii LUiL 
Good Luck Pikes! 
with the Annual 
Great Lakes Regional 
Conference this weekend! 
7/i pursuit of excellence] 
PIKES    PIKES    PIKES    PIKES    PIKES    piiSF.fi    PIKES 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
Save $5 per month on 9 or 12 month 
leases signed by March 31 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn. 
Includes: .Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance 
Office:  400 NapoJeon Rd. 
352-9139 
Hrs:Mon-Fr19-7 
Sat.lO-4 
DAVID KANNEY. 
INTRAMURAL PLAYER OF THE WEEKII 
Congratulations' I'm SO proud ol you' 
Your tefthtul fan. 
MBH 
DEAD MEN   don't   wear   PLAID but   GAMMA 
PHI a do! 
DELT DATE! BRIAN AND JASON 
DG DASH WHAT A NIGHT DO YOU 
REMEMBER ME-CHERYL SHOTGLASS IN 
VITATION JASON. UNEXPECTED PRE- 
PARTY. JASON I DIDNT KNOW CANNIBALS 
COULD SING. ONE UP-ONE DOWN-TWO TO 
THE SUE. UP AND DOWN THE RIVER-TAKE B 
BRIAN (WHILE YOU'RE UP) DATE PARTY 
WE LL MEET YOU THERE. YOU SHOULDN'T 
PLAY IN THE MUD TOOO. YOU WOULDN'T 
DESERT YOUR DATE. WOULD YOU JASON? 
JUST ONE MORE SLOW SONG BRIAN-WHY 
HAVEN'T WE MET BEFORE' COED 
RESTROOM DOESN'T MEAN "AT THE SAME 
TIME" BRIAN' AFTER HOURS ANYONE? IS 
PAM ALIVE' WHO INSTIGATED THAT 
SNOWBALL FIGHT' SPPJNG OR BREAK 
DOES IT BITE' BRIAN- VOU SHOULD PATENT 
YOUR CURE FOR HICCUPS JASON-ARE 
YOU FALLING OFF THE COUCH? WHAT 
ABOUT BREAKFAST? THANKS FOR A GREAT 
TIME-LOVE. WENDY AND TISH 
Hey Studonta! Did you know you wi receive 
B26S ON perm, color. 5 tun service heir cuts' 
Just come In or make am spot, before 4 pm 
Syatem Seven helretyHng 
1072 N Mem 352-6516 
tl anyone ecoUentaey look home e Red CB Ski 
Jacket from Marks on Sal mghl. PLEASE cal 
Scott at 372-4255 
INTERESTED IN WRITING? NEED TO BUILD A 
PORTFOLIO? JOIN THE FRIDAY MAGAZINE 
STAFF. MEETINGS AT 7 30. SUNDAYS. 
WEST HALL COMMONS. 2ND FLOOR 
Jack la Back 
Jack White wi be m the Buckeye Room from 
Feb 22-261" 
JEFF ENDERS 
I'm gasd to heer that once again 
A date party we wil together attend 
The party begma at had past live 
I'm sure thai we wet both survive 
Then off to the ranch to celebrate 
Monmouth Duo   OB 
Love. Lisa 
Do you want to travel throughout Europe? 
and 
Earn six hours toward your degree' 
BGSU's fantastic Summer Program m 
France may be fust right for YOU 
Meet with former participants and 
students from Nantes. France during 
an open informational meeting on 
Tuesday February 9tn at 9 00 PM at the 
French House on Sorority Row 
Classes m English - Al mators welcome 
or contact 
Dr Charles Chrttle at 
372-8180. 372-2646 
Juce. 
I'm not one 10 rub things m. but Denver loet. 
Hoorey Redskins' 
Love. Barbara 
Junior Phi Eta Sigma Members 
You may be esgebte for one of twenty-eight 
$500 scholarships' For your scholarship ap- 
pkcahon contact: Use Snoddy at 353 9611 or 
Mike Drabenstott at 372-5526 Deadens at 
Fab B 
Kappa Delta would Hke to welcome Kristan Allen 
and Michelle CUB to Bowling Green Unnversrty 
AOT Slaters in KO 
Kappa Delta often thee congratuletiona lo 
Kethy Cmok and Todd Mornson on your peeri- 
ng 
Doug and Crass 
Perfectly Plaid comes only once every year 
So we decided to get together 
And dance and drink some cheer 
So prepare yourselves, cause tomorrows the 
rwjht 
When we are gonna show you 
That the Qemma Phla always do it up right' 
LOVE YOUR GAMMA PM DATES 
KELLEY AND USA 
DOUG RUCH 
Or is it Michael J Fox? 
I can't promise Mac & cheese by candlelight 
but Saturday night 
PERFECTLY PLAIO wn be outta sight' 
Love. Keeey 
5uc7 ■  
Lootung torwvd to MSA's Winter Retreat to Oak 
Openings trus Saturday Don't forget to sign up 
in the Honors Office by 3 PM Friday so you can 
come along and keep me warm1 
Your personal ski bunny. 
Lady 
•.pose yourself to a KEY senior portrait. 
Photographer Is on campus now for last see* 
ston. Call 372-8086 today for your appoint- 
ment. 
Good Luck to the 
PIKES at tNs weekends 
Regional Conference Meeting 
HEY 1104 EAST WOOSTER 
WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU PUT MIKE. 
JOE.    MORGAN    AND    FISH    IN    CLUB 
LAX'     EVICTED" 
HAPPY SECOND HOUSE WARMING GUYS' 
Hey Aimee Wilcox 
Congratulations on going Active 
Alpha Delta Pi 
LoveYa. 
Carrie 
HEY PHI TAUS   CHUCK. SCOTT. & DAVE 
Sat night a almost here. 
So dress m PLAID & grab your t^w1 
We'l dance and drink the whole night long. 
When you're with us you cant go wrong1 
We'l be psyched to see you in the FAD. 
Because GAMMA  PHIS are    MAD  ABOUT 
PLAID1'' 
Love, your Gamma Phi Dates. 
Jennifer. Usa. ft Tina 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Monmouth Duo 
Pi Beta Phi 
Feb. 6, 1B88 
THE TRADITION CONTINUES 
KAPPA SIGMA-PI PHI 
Bill, Stew. Mark. Ter.y 
Only the most wanted men gel to go to the 
social event of the year 
We can't wart to DUO with you"' 
Saty. Bobbie Bndget. Krtsay 
KAPPA '• LYNHC DRESSEL " KAPPA 
Congratutttiona on being elected House Chair- 
man1 I'm so proud of you and know you wi do a 
super job' 
Love, U' Karen 
Karen McDonald and David Chester ol Beta 
Theta Pi. Kappa Delta congratulates you on 
your r>nning AOT Slaters of KD 
Keep your eyes open tor informal rush with the 
beat-Alpha Delta PI 
Keep your eyes open for informal rush with the 
best-Alpha Delta PI 
KKG 
Ellen Bittel 
Congratulations on bang elected P R  Char- 
man  Your II' Is proud of you. 
Love. Lisa 
KKG Laura KKG Cherni KKG 
Congratijiwions on F*st Vice-President1 I'm so 
proud of my Big' I'm so excited you re going to 
be at Monmouth1 I promise we'l get logether 
soon-thanks for being there  Love. Uf Juke 
LAMBDA CHI'S MATT AND GEOFF 
It's time to dig out your plaid for that's how we'll 
be clad Thta Saturday night the Gamma Phi 
Date Party a the place to be We'l dance and 
drink and soon you wil see that we are mad 
about plaid (and youl) 
Love your GAMMA PHI dates 
Beth and Linda 
Last session for senkv portraits is NOW. Call 
372-8088 today for your appointment. 
Laurie from Eaton of Laurie and Laurie pair at Dr 
Doodles Sat 1-30 Thia is Tom from 
Bmghington N Y I would ike another dance1 
Please cal after 6pm 513-429-5499 
cont. on page 12. 
X THE TANNING CENTER 
BIGGER TO SERVE 
YOU BETTER 
2 LOCATIONS 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
6 BEDS 
143 W. WOOSTER 
353-3281 
and 
THE WASH HOUSE 
7 BEDS 
248 N. MAIN ' 
345-1559 
10 Initial Visits 
$25.00 
Expires 2/29/88 
-Since 1980- 
Sycamore Square 
New 
Available Fal) lHKH 
I Bedroom Graduate Apartments 
Second and Manville 
353-0683 
ASSISTANT EDITORS 
Gole Research Company, o motor 
publisher ol reference books lor 
libraries worldwide, is seeking 
candidates lor editorial positions lo 
do research and writing lor our 
b*x*iBocKeloridesreernfnolisK 
languooe or Humoneiei is highly 
preferred; colege course worl and 
interest in literature ol many peri- 
ods is required These are entry 
level positions that offer advance- 
ment opportunities Our benefit 
package includes flexile working 
hours; medical dentat optical ond 
prescnoaon drug insurance; turtson 
onstoncer, and pasd lime off be 
Iween Christmas and New Year's 
If interested, please send resume, 
college transcript (if available) 
along weh a typewneerx nonreturn 
able eaposeory writing sample ol a 
literary ncrture (no foufnolism arti 
cles, poetry or short Hones) with 
salary requirements ten 
EdUonol Positions 
College Recrueer 
GAU MSEARCM CO. 
Penobecot BueUng 
Detroit, Ml 4t27e 
fc-tewic*. •eeeerBV? 
I, 
ft. 
Si 
12   February 5,1988 Classifieds 
cont. from page 11. 
LM Quru-Congrats on your AGO presidency. 
We Inn you could do II. Tour buddlM I.C. A 
TJi 
LeeaeLeroy 
I mluyou. 
IOOI Ool Dot) 
UTEIV:- 
Just wanted lo Inlorm you mat you got elected 
BEST LJ ol ine TEAR 
MucnTTKE 
Heather 
Use. Poogurski! 
Best warm on your peering lo Tom Hannah 
AOT lam ol KD 
MardiGraa 
Mardl Gras 
Mardi Gras 
My 7 6. 
Defy Oman. NOW I ska loolDeH. Baker Park, 
Doggie Sniits  Chicago Tnpa. Raaan owners, 
Victory Day. Fun 
Happy 22nd Birthday' 
I love you. you know. 
Tour 4.0 
Nancy WuKhmayar-- 
Congratulations on your engagement to John 
Tour ma mweea you a sot' 
Lova. delHo 
PETE BOONE 
Would you Ike lo go lo Duo? I thought I'd ask 
you once more (In case you lorgotl) I never 
thought I'd be lek.no ma   King   lo one ol my 
data parties: pretty lucky arent you? Thanks for 
accepting and thanka tor being an unbaaavabie 
boyfriend' 
Love, Nancy 
Maria. Maria 
are you coming to Mardl Gras Feb  13?F 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: KAPPA SKSS 
FROM   TOUR SOCIAL CHAIRMAN 
RE OPEN WEEKENO? 
BE AT THE HOUSE TONIGHT AT 
8:00 P M FOR A DATE DASH 
BEER. MUSIC. FOOD WILL BE PROVIDED 
BUT 
tmmttuut 18 ran »a»in ami MH> 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
formal meeting 
MONDAT FEB. STH 
7 30 PM Alumni Room 
Speeker Irom Toledo Truat 
•RING A FRIENOII 
MEN Of BURLESQUE 
ALL MALE REVIEW 
featuring 
DAVIO THE HUMAN VIBRATOR 
UPTOWN (.10 PM 
12.00 Admission 
WEDNESDAY FEB. 10 
DOOM OPEN AT 7:00 
MICHELE SOLTIS. 
I CANT WAIT TO PARTY WITH TOU AND BILL 
SATURDAY NIGHT LET'S DRINK ALL NIGHT 
AND HAVE A GREAT TIME 
PI PHI LOVE AND MINE 
JULIE 
MISS   DIEDHE   RATHBURNCFCONORATULA- 
TIONS ON RECEIVING 
THE HONOR OF KAPPA KAPPA QAMMA 
TRAVEIINO CONSULTANT! 
YOU'RE WONDCRFULII 
LOVE YOU*. KAPPA SISTERS 
MONMOUTH DUO. Us Here'" 
MONMOUTH DUO. Fab 8. 1088" 
Monmouth Duo 
Monmouth Duo 
The Tradition Contlnuee 
Monmoulh Duo 
Monmouth Duo 
Feb. e. nil 
Phi Teus Bl. Henry. Eric and Andy. 
Tomorrow's the day   it a bean a long weak 
We're set' We're exerted' A good time we II 
seek From Pre-perty lo Perryeburg. we'l Duo 
away- The tradition continues. 
So wha dayaaay... 
■Go Kappa'-Anna. Jenny. Colleen, and C*KtyH 
Pi Kappa Kavm and Don.. 
Here s to Duo. we'l dnnk   III it's gone' "The 
tradition continues' before too long!! 
Kappas Bonnie and Cindy 
Reggae Tribute ol Oneness. Peace and Love 
10 Bob Marley with Salari Irom Chicago on 
Saturday. Fab 6. 0 PM. N E Commone Co- 
sponsored by Camoean Association. ECAP. 
BSU. APA. TWGA. WSA. PSO and Ethnic 
Studies 
ROBIN SCHWARZEN8ERG 
Reaes are red. 
The aaphhire la real. 
You're ti love with a Belt, 
ana you got a ring out ol the deal! Ha! 
Congratulations on your peering lo 
Alan "Cuba'' Cubbertey 
DZkrve. 
RUSH 
ALPHA SIOMA PM LITTLE SISSES 
8-10 30pm Feb   8.9-1 1th 
Be one ol the Select Few 
- 
Senior Portraits Nowl 
Senior Portraits Nowl 
Senior Portraits Now! 
Stg Ep Splrlty: 
Saturday night is the time lo go to the famous 
Kappa-Pi Phi Duo. 
So tap the kegs and lei the beer flow 
Get Ready' 
Get Set! 
Get Psyched to go! 
Love,- 
Kappa Katy 
Sag Ep-Chrll Bohne-Slg Ep 
Gamma Phi sj perfect 
Gamma Phi is plaid. 
So get psyched lor Saturday night, 
Because Perfectly PlakJ la quite a sight' 
Love. 
Laurie 
SKI EP'VIC'SIQ EP 
I hope you're excited lor Saturday night 
We'l party and dance and do fl up right 
PERFECTLY PLAID Is what it's about 
We'l have a great time without a doubt    . 
Your QAMMA PHI data. Karyn 
SlgEps 
Todd Alan Spec 
Q Who's totally Red. Positively Died. Absolute- 
ly Med s Outrageously Clad? 
A. Your Qamma PM Beta Partners in Plaid! 
 Karen Amy Beth Krisllne 
Slater ol Chi Omega 
We are looking forward to a great tee Friday 
MgM 
Sigma Nu Style! 
Hope you can keep up with us 
Spencer. Bnan. Matt & Scott 
"THE Pt KAPP DATES'' 
Even though SNOWBOUND la in the peat, our 
memories wi always leal' Who could lorget the 
cooler. Scott dropping his date. BOXERS, the 
bus ride that rmv waa. Ungemaaa, the lamp 
shade and M the other SURPRISING events' 
Thanka lor a great time" 
-Your Alpha Phi Dates- 
Karen. Kimberlie. Becca ft Amy 
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL' 
Bring trus ad in and get a haircut 
for only $10.00' 
Mon, Tuaa „ Thure with Nettle 
THE ARRANGEMENT 
392-4101 Expires 2-15-88 
StaeeyLaraon 
Happy Birthday' 
Get ready to get ANNIHILATED tonight' 
Love you' Love, Your Roomie 
STOP READINOII 
end atari DOINa' "Doing What?" You aak? 
Meeting new people, learning about your cam- 
pua, a earning some spending money, aa well 
Yea. you realty can have fl al by becoming a 
CAMPUS TOUR QUIIEI Applications available m 
the Office of Admissions on Mondays. 
Wednesdays. 1 Fridays from 1030-1230 
starting February 8th (Put down this 
newspaper and pick up an application!) 
f/5 
! -* 
The BG News Clasilf led Information. Mail-In Form 
BfABUNEi  
■ATM:  
PREPAYMENT; 
HQI1£L  
Two days prtor to publication, 4p.m. 
* {The BG News is not responsible tor postol service delays) 
per ad ore 65' per line.   SI 95 minimum 
- 50' extra per od 'or bold typo. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads 
1" (8 line maximum)     S 5.85 
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70 
is required for all non-university related businesses and individuals. 
The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information.   Please come to 
"214 West Hall immediately if there is on error in your od.   The BG News will not be responsible for typo- 
graphical errors m classified ods for more than two consecutive insertions. 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising m The BG News. 
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the monogement of The BG News.   The 
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embar- 
rassing to individuals or organizations.   Coses of fraud con be prosecuted. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
NAME   (MINT) ____—__—_— 
ADDRESS  
PHONE#_ 
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please PRINT your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it lo appear: 
(Circle words you with to appear In bold typo) 
Classification In which you wtah your aa to sspesr: 
 Camellia ft City Ivanls- 
afppf a*iel Found 
 MM 
Service. OMerea 
. Halo Wanted 
.For Sale 
for Rant 
* Cawaal/gty lv.nl ads ara publish**) troa at chare* for on* d*y lor o non-profit event or meeting only 
Date* to appear __^_____^__ 
Mall to:  (On or Ofl-Compus Moil) 
— The M Now* 
214 West Hall BGSU 
————-^———^——~— Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
 (checks payable to The BG News) 
Total number of days to appear. Phone:    372-2601 
Summer |Obe are abundant, but knowing where 
lo look is important Watch mis space 'or aeteHa 
on "not |ust another summer |ob." 
Take a dttlerent perspective-one from the 
bottom ol the pile. 
HSA Presents Dr. James Young, BGSU 
socsogy proleaaor, speaking on h* ex- 
pertencee aa a corrections officer Wed Feb 
10 at 0:30 PM in the Honors Center (below 
Krotachor) Free and open lo al1  
MM 
Happy ism Birthday 
Love. Greg end Rich 
THE ARRANGEMENT 
2-lort Haircuts 
Bring In this ad and get 2 cuts 
for the price of 1' 
Bring a friend' 
352-4101 Enpirea 2-30-88 
THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI WISH 
TO CONGrATULATE BROTHER ED LEEDOM 
ON HIS WINTER WEDDING GET READY!' 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI WOULD LIKE 
TO CONGRATULATE BRENT SPELDER AND 
ANN SUAVELY ON THEIR RECENT SIGMA CHI 
a PHI MU LAVAUERING 
The sisters ol Kappa Delta would ate to extend 
their warmest wishes 10 Ann Marie Notaro for 
her engagemnt lo Ciaig McGaughey 
The sisters ol Kappa Delta would Ike lo con- 
gralulale UNDA CURRY and KEITH SHETZER 
on your engagement Beat Wlehes 
THOMAS OILMORE 
Happy I year anniversary 
Love. 
Tammy 
TO JAMIE, my man Irom Ohio Slate 
I hope you're excited 
I just can't wait 
Monmouth Duo trus Saturday 
is gonna be great' 
LOVE, 
KAPPA KELLI 
TOOURDELT DATES TODD. BRIAN. CRAIG ft 
DAN 
(TO THE THEME OF BRADY BUNCHI 
HERE'S THE STORY OF « LOVELY PI PHIS 
WHO  WERE   LOOKING   FOR   MONMOUTH 
DUO DATES 
THE DAY WAS DRAWING NEAR. TS ALMOST 
HERE 
ITS TIME TO DRINK SOME BEER 
HERE'S THE STORY OF 4 HOT DELT MEN 
WHO WERE IN FOR THE  BEST TIME OF 
THEIR LIVES 
WITH PI PHIS ON THEIR ARMS S TUMBLERS 
IN HAND 
THEY'U COME STUMBLING IN 
SEE YA TOMORROW NIGHT 
YOUR PI PHI DATES 
MARSHA. JUUE. TRACI. CHRISTI 
To our hot Sigma Chi dales 
Seebeck Deuer Horten, Hayes. Chorpenning 
and Korpowaki: GET NERVOUS GUYS. YOUR 
DATES ARE READY TO DO SOME SERIOUS 
PARTYING AT DUO! 
Love your CONVIVIAL Kappa dales 
TO THE BROTHERS OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Thanka tor an the lun times last semester" This 
semester wi be even better"' You guys are the 
BUT!" 
LOVE. 
SHIVAWN 
To The Canedlen Olgolo 
How soon can we leave lor Montreal again' 
To the Sigma Chi Oaves. 
One ol ua you know. 
One ol us you don't. 
But once we're together 
it wH be the best time ever, 
Dinner a the first pan 
And hare the fun win start 
Wei drink ft dance a have a bleat. 
Al ol tins fun wal have to last 
So get out your paid 
Cur its the in lad 
And Saturday night 
Wll be out of sight 
Love. Your Gamma Phi dates. Liz & Kim 
VALENTINE'S DAY PACKAGE 
Sunday February 14 
DINNER t ROOM FOR TWO 
Stinger's Cafe 1 
Beat Western Falcon Plaza 
$45.00 PER COUPLE (INCLUDING TAX) 
Remodeled room with red rose 
8 oz butt steak or 
New Zealand whrteliah 
Salad Bar S dinner roll 
Baked potato or pasla 
Non-alcohoac beverage 
RESERVATIONS 352-4674 
Warned: Tow Dae Gae'a, Amy and Lisa 
For: PN Tau Crush Date Party 
Meet us at Brathaua at 7:30 
And we'l be sure lo make the 
evening run end exciting! 
Chuck and Chris 
PS Us*. II bring the potato chips1 
Wendy and Melissa 
Thank you very much for al your help'1 
Love. The Phi Pa* 
WHO'S BOO BOO? 
WHO'S BOO BOO? 
WHO'S BOO BOO? 
r$B r$B r$B r<t>B 
PLAID 
It's More Than A Fad...It's A Tradition 
r#B r*B r$B r*B 
WHO'S BOO BOO? 
WHO'S BOO BOO? 
WHO'S BOO BOO? 
TERESA ARIENE BLACKMAN 
THAT'S WHOI! 
WHO'S BOO BOO? 
WHO'S BOO BOO? 
WHO'S BOO BOO? 
Winter Clearance 
25S • 70% OFF 
Jean* N Things 631 Ridge 
QUEST FOR SUCCESS" 
Bowing Green 8th Annual 
Leadership Conlerence 
February 19-20. 1968 
For registration info can 372-2151 
"Who my date w* be « a myatery to me" ut- 
tered the PIH Tau BEFORE the 88 Crueh Dale 
Party 
WANTED 
FOR SALE 
••For Sale: Formal dresses-tea length and 
long-sizes   S   S   7.   Excellent Condlllon- 
eicellent   prices.   Call   Lisa today   al 
354-2701" 
1975 Cordova 
Rough, ready and roaring to go. 
S250 - 372-2041. 352-7050 
1984 PONTIAC FIERO SE. SILVER. 
AUTOMATIC. AM-FM CASSETTE. SUNROOF 
LOADED. 321-140? 
BROTHER TRAVEL TYPEWRITER 
with adapter, ribbons, thermal paper   Brand 
new. many special featurea $145 Cal soon- 
3523051. 
BUNDY CORNET FOR SALE. $200 EX- 
CELLENT CONDITION CALL TRACY 
372 3568 PRICE NEGOTIABLE 
COMMODORE 64 1984 MODEL FOR SALE 
TERMINAL AND DISK DRIVE $350 CONTACT 
TRACY AT 372-3568 
FOR RENT 
1-2 BEDROOM APTS 
School Year. Year. Summer Leases Available 
S I V Rentals 352-7454 
1 or 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Large. 2-story HOUSE 2 BLOCKS FROM 
CAMPUS'! Cal 354-1142 or 3542408 or Ufa 
Sc Rm S2SA (Laura) LOTS OF SPACE S 
PRtVACV  
2 non-smoking lemale roommatea lor Faa 88 
and Spring 88 $394 a sem 777Manvae Futy 
furnished 2 bdrm  1 1-2 bath call 3724139 
2 SORORITY HOUSEBOYS 
Cat Lee alter 8. 2-3494aqc 
Female Rmmte needed to share 2 bdrm apt 
own rm FREE CABLE heat, gas electric S 
water all included in rent 162 50-mo 
354 2843 or 352-7929 
I need a lemale roommate lor 1988-89 Call 
Chris at 353-8515 $100 a mo 
Looking lor 12 inch G I Joe Dolls by Hasbaro 
Please cal 352-1726 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED OWN 
BEDROOM FURNISHED Lg bedroomaelec 
only.approx $10 each par mo Very Quiet. 3-4 
mile Irom campus Non-smoker, non-partier. 
pref grad $162 50neg 353 2271 
RENT FREE UNTIL MARCH 1STII 
One person desperately needed lo subtaaM a 
two bedrm. apt with 3 males Wll be sharing a 
room. $12550 pel mo  Call Office and ask 
about apt No 348 352-9138 
WANTED 
2 female roommates lo sublease lor summer 
Close to campus   pool. AC "rent negotiable 
|$ 100 a mo) Cal Angela or Sara al 354-5620 
HELP WANTED 
200 Counselors S Instructors Needed1 
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Moun- 
tains. Northeastern Penn. Lohlkan, PO BOX 
23480, Kenilworth. NJ 07033 1201-2760565 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
Above minimum wage pay' Many positions 
available in the Bowing Green area It you are 
not afraid lo work and want to earn good pay. 
than call RENHILL TEMPORARIES 874-2203. 
J.C  
NANNIES needed lor summer & long-term 
posotions. Travel opportunities Select dent 
lamles Nannies of Cleveland 218-521-4650 
Person with computer skits m Word Processing 
& Record Keeping Also good writing & 
business communications skills Contact 
PUSH 353-7016 or 372-4130 
POSTAL JOBS' $20,064 Stan' 
Prepare Now' Clerks-Carriers' 
Call lor Guaranteed Exam 
Workshop (916) 944-4444 Ext. 2 
SUMMER JOBS! CAMP SEQUOIA. NEW YORK 
STATE CATSKILL MOUNTAINS. Cabin 
Counselor-Instructor and Specialty Instructor 
positions avertable in ALL LAND AND WATER 
SPORTS (WSI). TENNIS. ENGLISH RIDING. 
WATERSKIING, GYMNASTICS. 
PHOTOGRAPHY AND MANY MORE Acktlonal 
positions avsasble in al lacels ol KITCHEN. 
DINING ROOM. SECRETARIAL AND 
MAINTENANCE. For application and mlorma- 
Hon. WRITE: SEOUOIA-BQSU. BOX 104S. 
WOODSTOCK, NY 1249S OR CALL: 
914-S7S-5201. 
MUST SELL ZEUS RACING BIKE 56 CM 
MATRIX RIMS. ZEUS 2000, CINELU ALSO 
TOOLS. SHORTS, JERSEYS-S600 OR BEST 
OFFER. CHRIS 353-4109 
Rare Beam Albums 1 Tepee 
Buy. Trade. Sal Large variety ol Bootlegs, m- 
lerviewa. Sox) work. Leave Name, phone, ad- 
dress at OCMB 4414 or sioo by 222 N Church 
Apt. 1   Back Door 
SHARP 86 AND ONE-HALF CHEVETTE RED. 
MAGS-LOW MILEAGE $5500 OR BEST OF- 
FER STEPHEN TAYLOR 363-4714 
Trampolne-Ful size, above ground, good con- 
doon, 372-2034 
1470-1490 Clough 
Large 2 bedroom lumlshed apts. 
FREE gas heat, water, ft aewer 
Close-to-campus 
Private perking 4 laundry tacllltles 
N.wlova Rentals 
162-5020 
126 S. Main 
2 bdrm house lor rent 
Close to campus. 249 Manvlae Immed occup 
(216)243-4305 eve 
2 Bedroom turnish apt w-exlras 704 5lh Street 
Summer or Fall 352-3445 
3 bedroom apt. for $350 a month 
Cloae-lo-campua 
New paint and carpeting 
Available now until May 10. 1988 
Cal 353-0311 daily 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT, 9 ANO 12 MONTH 
LEASES, CALL TIM AT 352-7162 
Assortment ol 
Apartments. Houses and Duplexes 
Available lor Summer ft Fall 
CALL 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354-2260 or 362-6553 
Attractive Remodeled unfurniah 2 bdrm apt 
Grads or quiet undergrade 12mo-lease all maror 
unities pd 710 7th SI  352-3445 
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
505 Clough  B15 
2 bedroom furnished apartments. 
private parking, laundry ladlities 
ALL MAJOR UTILITIES PAID' 
RE. MANAGEMENT 
352-9302 
For Rent - / 
1 bedroom apt New lowered rates 
354-3533 
Alter 1 PM. come see our model apl 
Houses 4 Duplexes lor 88-89 School Year 
Sieve Smith 362-8917 
Houses and Apartments 
Close to campus lor summer 1988 
1 88-89 school year   1 -267-3341 
Looking tor an apartment? 
Come sea NEWLOVE RENTALS 
wa heve an extensive listing 
ol aperlmente and nouses to 
Fll your every need. 
352-5620 
326 S. Main SI 
Stop In lor our FREE brochure 
MUST SUBLEASE EFFICIENCY 200 PER MO 
FURNISHED ALL UTILITIES PAID AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY CALL 354-2474 
Now leasing For Summer and Fal 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT APTS 
Al Residents Recteve a Free Membership to 
Chorrywood Heorth Spe 
352-9378 
PLUSH UPTOWN APARTMENT 
lor sublease this summer. 
1, 2. 3. or 4 people lo lire this May-Aug  Call 
soon lor summer rates 354-0598 
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS 
Large efficiencies conveniently 
(oca led Al mator utilities paid 
FURNISHE0 2 BDRM. 1 1-2 BATHS 
841 8th SI  $373 a mo 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 
362-9302 
Two bedroom apt available lor 2-4 people this 
summer Located across from Court I tout* on 
comer of Court and Summit Streets Cal 
352 2932 
"HerefeaNEW 
TAX LAW tip" 
Generally, the new tax law re- 
quires you to pay at least 90 
percent of your 1987 Income 
lax through withholding or 
estimated tax payments. If 
you don't, you may have to pay 
a penalty. Publication 505 con- 
tains more information. Call 
1 -800-424-PORM (3676) or the 
IRS Forms number in your 
phone book to get a copy. 
f Mark's ■ 
Large 2-item pizza 
! for$5.95 i 
I FREE DELIVERY        352-3551 ; 
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Black culture surviving on campus 
by Nancy Erikton 
America. 
It can represent the New World, the land 
of riches. It is sometimes called the home 
of the free. It can stand for individualism, 
strength and courage. 
America. 
It can also be called the great melting 
pot and this name in itself can represent 
many different things: brotherhood, unity, 
companionship and diversity. 
So many cultures influence the makeup 
of the U.S. and the same, on a smaller 
scale, can be said for this University. Al- 
though the University is primarily attended 
by white, middle class Ohioans, there is 
room for many people with different cul- 
tural backgrounds. 
One such culture is the black or Afro- 
American culture. 
Out of 14,083 students, there are 476 
black students and although their numbers 
are small, their culture is very alive. 
"Black culture is like any other culture 
in that it stems from tradition and history. 
Black culture, more specifically, evolves 
from African traditions, slavery in the 
United States, racial oppression, anything 
blacks or their ancestors have experi- 
enced," Dr. Robert Perry, Chair of the de- 
partment of Ethnic Studies, said. 
As with any other culture, he added, the 
people and their experiences are reflected 
and expressed through their musk, art, lit- 
erature, dance and even food. 
He said examples of the influence of this 
culture in America would be literature, 
jazz and rock music, and movies like The 
Color Purple. 
"American Wack musk was the seed of 
rock music. There was jazz and blues and 
this led to the making of rock and roll. 
Blacks had been doing this for a long time 
and now it is very large part of not only 
black, but many other cultures as well," 
Perry said. 
While there is a great influence of black 
culture in this country and the University, 
there is also much pressure to conform. 
Conformity can often have the same 
strength, if not more, as a very established 
culture. 
The pressure to conform to the main- 
stream can be very significant to the survi- 
val of a culture, he said. 
"Black culture survives. It can be shaped 
and changed but it is still black culture. 
Black culture not only reflects the past but 
the present as welI,"Perry said. 
He added that the black population 
makes up one third of the United States 
and thus the mainstream is becoming a 
mixture. 
■See Culture, page 3. 
Rifle team lacks funds and fame 
by Cthy Bctfiorc 
Photo/Siw Schulz 
David Shelter, a mambar of tha Unlvarilty Rifla Taam, takaa caraful aim batora aboot- 
teg tt Ha targat Tha MNa Taaa» hat aracttea In tha baaamant of Navaa Ha*. 
"...Bowling Green's best kept secret." 
That is what John Cummings, graduate 
student in biology, calls the Bowling Green 
State University Rifle Team. Almost every- 
one has heard of the Rugby team, the Ad- 
vertising Club, or the Weight Club, but 
very few people know about the Rifle 
Team. 
The University Rifle Club was founded in 
the late 1960's when the ROTC and club 
sports program put together a shooting 
team. In 1983, several members separated 
from the ROTC based club and formed 
what is now the Rifle team. The team was 
dropped between 1983 and 1986 due to 
the lack of funds and a faculty advisor. 
John Cummings, who had been a member 
of the team as an undergraduate student, 
revived the club in 1986 when he became a 
graduate student. Because Cummings was 
a graduate assistant instructor, he was 
considered faculty and able to serve as ad- 
visor and coach for the team. 
Like any other sport, the members are 
expected to attend practices and compete 
in shooting matches. The group is involved 
in two leagues; the Northwest Ohio Rifle 
League (NWORL) and the Lake Erie 
Intercolligiate Rifle Conference (LEIRC). 
NWORL consists of all rifle teams in the 
Northwest Ohio area. LEIRC is comprised 
of teams from Akron, Detroit, Eastern Mi- 
chigan, University of Michigan, Bowling 
Creen State University, Ohio State Uni- 
versity, Cincinnati Xavier, University of 
Cincinnati, and Miami University. In the 
LEIRC league there are four different mat- 
ches held per year, each time at a different 
University. 
Jatf Smith Frlday/KraifPyar 
The group is also involved in the NCAA 
Sectionals, to be held this year at the Uni- 
versity of Akron. For the NCAA, every 
University that has a rifle team attends the 
sectional meet closest to their home 
school. The team's performances are 
nationally ranked. Last year, the University 
Rifle Team placed 10th in the nation in the 
non-scholarship club teams category. 
Contrary to popular belief, the team 
members do not shoot at objects, but 1 
1/2 inch round black dots similar to a 
small scale bull's-eye at a distance of 50 ft. 
The circle is made up of rings, as in a 
bull's-eye, the goal being the center of the 
circle. A point system determines the 
score. 
The targets are divided into 10,10 point 
areas, with loss of points for each shot out- 
side a ring. There are three levels of mat- 
ches. The quarter course consists of one 
target shot from three different positions: 
lying on the stomache (prone), standing, 
and kneeling. The 1/2 course consists of 
two targets shot in each of the three posi- 
tions, and the full course consists of four 
targets shot in each position. 
There are many myths and stereotypes 
that are attached to a rifle club. "We want 
to open the minds of the University," Bill 
Neff, junior History major said. "People in- 
stantly stereotype guns with death. There 
are schools in this country that take shoot- 
ing as serious as we (the University) take 
hockey." Neff, a member of the Rifle 
Team, has the chance to try out for the in- 
ternational shooting team. 
"Bill is probably the best shot in the 
LEIRC league." said Cummings, "Even if 
we were invited (to the international 
match) we couldn't go because we have no 
funds. Bill would have to pay his own way." 
Funding for the Rifle team has been a 
problem for a long time. Unlike other 
■SeeRaV.pafleS. 
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Shakespeare performed 
by Elizabeth Klmct 
Shakespeare will be performed like it 
has never been performed before at the 
University. 
"Kabuki Othello," a Japanese version of 
the Shakespearean tragedy, will be pre- 
sented by the Kabuki Theatre, of the Uni- 
versity of Illinois, on Feb. 11 and 12 at Eva 
Marie Saint Theatre. The performance is 
sponsored by the University's Department 
of Theatre and Arts Unlimited. 
Under the direction of Shozo Sato, art- 
ist-in-residence at the University of Illinois, 
the play serves as a demonstration of the 
350-year-old art of Kabuki, the national 
theatre of Japan. 
Kabuki is a combination of three as- 
pects: ka, music:/)u. dance; and ki, acting. 
These elements form a very stylized, 
exagerated production with dramatic vis- 
ual images. 
"It is about as subtle as a meat ax," said 
Michael Moore, director of Arts Unlimited. 
Although performed in English, the 
actors go through a rigorous regime of 
vocal training to duplicate the intonations 
and phrasing of Japanese Kabuki. 
"The sounds they make in rehearsals are 
like something from the fires of hell," 
Moore said. "They strain their voices to 
the point that they get scabs on their vocal 
chords." 
All this is done to widen and strengthen 
the vocal range of the actors. 
Costumes and make-up are also very sty- 
lized. Kimonos are fashioned with the 
finest silk and fans are used to represents 
swords. Warriors' faces are marked with 
scarlet lines and villians appear white-faced 
with blue lines. 
Set in 17th century Japan, "Kabuki Oth- 
ello" is a stripped-down version of Shake- 
speare's work. Instead of Othello the 
Moor, the Japanese Othello is an Ainu. 
The Ainus are a northern Japanese race 
who are characterized by rounded eyes, 
Moore said. This sets up the aspect of pre- 
judice found in "Othello". 
Bom in Japan, Sato studied Japanese 
fine arts extensively. He was honored as an 
official Kabuki artist in 1985. 
Sato has previously directed "Kabuki 
Othello," in Philadelphia. Milwaukee, and 
Chicago as well as producing it in Chicago, 
Washington, and Jerusalem. He is current- 
ly involved with "Kabuki Macbeth," train- 
ing John Houseman's The Acting Com- 
pany. 
He spent a week at the University this 
summer for Arts Unlimited to lead training 
sessions on Kabuki theatre. Arts Unlimited 
is an aesthetic education program for stu- 
dents and teachers on the elementary and 
secondary level. 
Sato will spend the week of the perform- 
ance at the University to lead similiar dis- 
cussions about Kabuki. Arriving Feb. 7, 
Sato will speak to various groups including 
students in non-western music classes, 
Japanese language and Asian study pro- 
grams. He will also conduct theatre sem- 
inars and speak before the Kiwanis and 
Optimist clubs. 
Two matinee performances of "Kabuki 
Othello" will be performed for the 2,400 
children involved in the Arts Unlimited 
program. Evening performances are Fe- 
buary 11 and 12 at 8:00 p.m., but only lim- 
ited seating remains. 
Members ot "Kabuki Othello" practice lor their upcoming show which will be per- 
formed Feb. 11 and 12 in the Eva Marie St. Theater. The performance is a Japanese 
version of the Shakespeare tragedy. 
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coupon I 
This coupon worth 50' 
toward the purchase of any 
full size "You Had Better Be 
Hungry" deli sandwich from 
DAVID'S DELI 
valid Mon-Fri 2:00 - 7:00 
- EAT IN ONLY -  VOID AFTER 4/1/88 - 
109 N. Main 352-5861 
SPECIAL 
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What is it? 
If you can identify this ob- 
ject, you could win a $15 gift 
certificate from Stingers 
Cafe, 1414 E. Wooster. (Does 
not include tax, gratuity, or 
alcoholic beverages). 
Drop your answers in the 
entry box located in the Be 
News editorial office, 214 
West Hall. 
Entries are due by Thurs- 
day, Feb. 11 at 2p.m. 
The winning entry will be 
named at that time. If more 
than one correct entry is re- 
cieved, a drawing will be 
held to determine the winner. 
Employees of BGSU Stu- 
dent Publications are not eli- 
gible. 
Sherrill Gray correctly identified Last week's object as a stack 
of pancakes with butter. Her name was chosen in a drawing of 
all correct entries. 
ENTRY FORM 
Name  
Address. 
Phone Number 
What is it2 
Return to BG News Editorial Office. 214 West Hall. BGSU. 
Columnist gets fan mail 
by Jim Cummer 
FRIDAY ON MY MIND...I got a call this 
past week from one of our subscribers re- 
garding last weeks column. If you will re- 
call 1 made a few cogent remarks regarding 
Dan "Eat This" Rather. 
To make a short story long, the caller, 
concerned that I was spouting some pro- 
Bush dialectic, told me to keep my politics 
to myself. First of all I was quite surprised 
that anyone who reads this column could 
dial a phone. As far as the insinuation that 
I am a Bush sympathizer, well, it simply 
isn't true. 
The only way I would vote for Bush or 
anybody else for President is if the candi- 
date could name ten parts of a bulldozer, 
naked, with a mouthful of Dairy Mart sub 
sandwich, upside down, while playing 
"Dixie" with a toy sax. Honestly, that is my 
only criteria for selecting the next leader of 
the free world. I think Nixon did it 
THE FRIDAY 800 NUMBER OF THE 
WEEK...Todays winning number is 
1-800-645-9700. Ask for kilo insurance.. 
FRIDAY LOCAL NEWS OF THE 
WEEK...The only Friday column devoted 
to improving city/student relations. This 
week we salute Mary Beth Hammond, of 
Findley, who has been promoted to man- 
ager of the flagship (Ahoy, Mary Beth!) 
store of the Fred W. Uhlman Co.. Bowling 
Green, effective February 8. "I'm excited 
about the many challenges facing me in 
managing the Bowling Green Uhlmans 
Store," she said. And so are we, Mary 
Beth. Welcome aboard. 
FRIDAY FUN FACTS...Ruth Buzztwas 
bom on July 24,1936, in the town of 
Westerly, Rhode Island. Love those Buz- 
zul 
THE FRIDAY RED CROSS CURE...A 
new phamphlet from the Friday Red Cross 
suggests the following method for curing 
hangovers: "Get behind the victim and 
wrap your arms around his/her waist 
Loosen clothing. Fall backwards. With the 
drunk lying down on top of your stomach, 
reach around and pour cupfuls of Ragu 
Spagetti Sauce (heated or straight from the 
bottle) into the comer of his/her eyes. 
Place a blunt object between the juicer's 
teeth. Turn your head to the side. Induce 
vomiting. If breathing stops find an attor- 
ney." 
THE FRIDAY SK-SENTENCE 
NOVEL...This week's title: "Mac the 
Byte." 
It was my buddy, Chip. 'Tough day at 
the hardware store, eh?" I inquired. He 
looked like he had a bug in his bubble 
memory. "C'mon," I pressed, "dump a 
bit" I knew he was dedicated but there was 
no need to ram those terminal blues into 
the ground. "Let's stop at Baud's for a 
quick peak at the menu," 1 cheerfully sug- 
gested. "Yeah," he replied, "the chow is 
basic and the staff is friendly." 
FRIDAY WITH ELVIS...The only col- 
umn that tells you what HIS ROCKNESS 
was doing on a given Friday. On Friday, 
June 10,1966, Elvis returned to RCA Stu- 
dio "B" in Nashville, for a recording ses- 
sion. Only three songs were finished so Mr. 
Hound Dog decided to work on the song 
"If Every Day Was Like Christmas," a 
number written by bodyguard Red West 
Recording this number prompted several 
of Elvis' friends to hunt down a Christmas 
Tree and put it in the studio. The fellows 
felt that this would get OUR KING into the 
right mood. The song was released as a 
single in late 1966. 
Culture 
VALEMTtNE 
GfcEETlMGS 
Valentine Cards & Gifts 
from 
Recycled Paper Products, Inc. 
Available at: 
I The Little Shop University Union 
8-4:45 Mon.-Fri. 
Special Valentine Hours 
Open Saturday, February 13 - 11:00 a.m-3:00p.m. 
■(Continued from page 1) 
Although there is a mixture of cultures, 
none loses its individualism or identity. 
"Black culture? 1 would say that it has 
great roots in Africa, but also in America. 
The black church would be an example, 
like the gospel choir on this campus that I 
and many others attend," Jeff Smith, jun- 
ior finance major and president of the 
Black Student Union said. 
The University is predominantly white, 
and that in itself is a factor m the way black 
students express themselves and how well 
they maintain their culture. 
"Of course people are going to conform, 
to whatever degree. That's really a person- 
al thing rather than a representation of the 
whole race. I personally feel more com- 
fortable expressing myself at home than 
here at school, but I think that's because 
there are more people to identify with 
there," Smith said. 
At the same time, merely because ex- 
pressing one's culture is more difficult on a 
predominantly white campus, does not 
mean that it should not be expressed, he 
added. 
"There is a saying that white is right I'm 
not saying that phrase is always true but I 
do come in contact with people that have 
that kind of mentality every now and 
then," Smith said. 
"I don't usually let the 'white is right' 
phrase get to me, but some people do. 
They allow themselves to deny their cul- 
ture. Society then dictates what their cul- 
ture is. But like I said, that's a personal 
thing so you can't really generalize," Smith 
said. 
According to Smith, one of the biggest 
obstacles at the University is the lack of 
opportunities for Mack students to express 
their culture. 
"1 think that the culture is pretty much 
kept alive on this campus but there are not 
a lot of chances for students to do this. It's 
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on the part of the different departments in 
that they don't really give opportunities to 
the students to express their art, literature, 
musk and theatre, for instance," he said. 
However, he added that the Mack stu- 
dents do not demand these opportunities 
so departments may not know what to 
offer. 
'"On the most part I think that the whole 
cultural expression and acceptance of the 
black culture is getting better here since I'- 
ve been here,"Smith said. 
Some argue that the black culture on 
this campus is everywhere but at the same 
time nowhere. 
Culture of a people includes food, music, 
dress, even architecture, so in some areas 
culture is expressed all the time, some 
hardly at all. 
"People show their culture all the time. 
People walk their culture. They show their 
culture by the foods they eat, the music 
they listen to, the literature they read," Dr. 
Jack Taylor, assistant vice president of 
minority affairs, said. 
He added that there are also organiza- 
tions for black students to show their cul- 
ture that are parallel to existing ones. For 
example the Black Student Union is paral- 
lel to the Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment Miss Bronze to the Miss B.G.S.U. 
contest as well as the similarities of the 
Creek systems. 
"These organizations and activities were 
created to progress these cultures, go 
beyond the maintainence of survival. They 
are viable organizations that insure the 
continuity of the culture, "he said. 
It seems that the establishment of the 
parallel communities would be following 
the separate but equal philosophy. Part of 
the reason for this separation is the basic 
xenophobia that everyone can feel, Taylor 
added. 
The fundamental belief causing this 
phobia is that the more one looks like 
someone else, the better they will like each 
other. 
"In other words, the closer people look 
like me, the better I like them. " 
Fun Food 
Fun Times 
For Fun People 
45 Sandwiches. 60 Brands of Beer. 
Homemade Soups. Fondue. Ribs. 
Steaks and Desserts 
Open 7 days a week at 11 a.m. 
Live Entertainment with 
The Dan & Dan Show 
Jazz Nite Mondays 9:00-2:00 
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 
Free Munchie Buffet 4-7 p.m. 
Drink Specials 4-9 p.m. 
21 and over Upstairs 
Grandfather Clause is honored downstair 
104 S. Main St. 353-0988 
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Burning the 'Midnight Oil' 
by David A. Lcchncr 
There has been an enormous hubbub 
about Australia recently. From their 200th 
anniversary of independence to watching 
your favorite television soap opera seeing 
airline koala bears achieving euphoria 
through consumption of eucalyptus. From 
this land down under evolves the band 
"Midnight Oil" with their third U.S. 
release, "Diesel and Dust." 
This straightforward Australian band 
emerged in 1977 and has matured con- 
siderably since their first release 
"10.9.8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1." 
"Beds are burning," the first track, is a 
hard driving number that has a catchy 
drum beat. It is followed by "Put down that 
weapon" where there is an evident political 
stance taken with a penetrating view of in- 
ternational politics from a somewhat re- 
moved vantage point 
Lead singer Peter Garrett, vehemently 
singing with his almost overpowering Aus- 
tralian accent the lyrics "Take me to a 
place they say the dreaming never ends" 
from the song "Dream world" models the 
bands optimism. 
On a disappointing note, the song titled 
"Whoah" is a religious ballad that has a 
good sound but consequently buries itself 
with dragging lyrical structure. 
In short, this is a good alternative album. 
When you have played that U2 album one 
to many times, this might be just right. 
I've got the mailbox blues 
by Christopher J. Pawton  
Certain things in this world are depress- 
ing. Finals Week, the latest tuition in- 
crease, the Browns losing to Denver, my 
bank account, and the morning after a 
major keg party. However, there is nothing 
more depressing than not getting any mail. 
An empty mailbox is like a Black Hole. 
Empty mailboxes lead to self-questioning 
and self-doubt. Do I have any friends? If I 
do have friends, do they like me enough to 
write? Are my friends smart enough to 
grasp the concept of letter-writing? The an- 
swer is not to just sit there and ask these 
questions. The answer is to go on the 
offensive and write them. That puts the ball 
me. A friend decided that I needed mail, 
and put my name on a catalog mailing list 
Now I recieve catalogs ranging from gag 
gifts, to lingerie, to holiday fruit baskets. 
It's all useless, but occasionally one of those 
yuppie-toy catalogs arrives, and that bal- 
ances out a makeup catalog. 
Sometimes I wonder what the lady at the 
front desk thinks when she sorts my mail. It 
can't be as bad as what my friend gets. I put 
him on the mailing list for X-rated catalogs. 
I wonder what the lady at HIS front desk 
thinks. Anyway, it just doesn't matter, be- 
cause there's always something in my mail- 
box. Even if it is an advertisement asking 
me to subscribe to "Agriculture Il- 
lustrated," I'd rather throw something out 
WINTER SPECIAL COUPON 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES ■ 
|        440 E Court • 352-9683 • Free Delivery 
|    S2 off any large. 2-item pan | 
pizza + Qt. of Coke 
A S10 value for    $ T°° 
I    Slicn always avoilobli; Ovur 40 imporfd bamrs 
Coupon Expires 5-31-88 
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in their court. If they don't write back, then 
you know they don't like you, or they're just 
too stupid to write back. 
I enjoy mail. In fact, that's one of the 
highlights of my day. (I'm a real fun person.) 
Quantity of mail is always a big factor. Many 
people subscribe to magazines and news- 
papers. Others send away for catalogs, in 
the hopes that their name will be sold to 
companies and they'll recieve junk mail, 
which many people hate, but most college 
students love. In a way, that happened to 
LIGHTS! CAMERA! ACTION! 
Fri./Sat. Feb. 5*6 
8, lO, Midnight 
$1.50 w/ student ID 
THE FUTURE OF LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
Organization of the Week: 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION 
than not have anything at all. 
Quality of mail can leave much to be de- 
sired. Most of my friends don't believe in 
writing a letter longer than one page. I en- 
joy getting letters from female friends, be- 
cause while I use plain old notebook paper, 
they seem to prefer personalized stationery 
with pictures of Holly Hobby, the Smurfs. 
or some other cutesy thing. Don't get me 
wrong. I enjoy getting those letters, but the 
stationery seems primarily female-oriented. 
Do they make male-oriented stationery? If 
they did, I imagine it would have pictures of 
beer cans, girls in bikinis, machine guns, or 
Rambo. That'd spice up anyone's mail, I'll 
wager. 
I also like those letters that pretty much 
say, "Hi, how are you? I am fine. Classes are 
good. My roommate is nice. School is pretty 
good. Write back." I don't know about you, 
but I get overwhelmed by that amount of in- 
formation; so much so that 1 usually write 
back,"Hi, how are you? I felt pretty crappy 
last week. This week I feel worse. Classes 
stink. I'm failing everything. My roommate 
is a drug addict and got me hooked. School 
is like that old North Wind-it blows." After 
sending that, I usually get an actual re- 
sponse, and then a real correspondence 
begins. 
Although I'm desperate for mail. 1 am not 
so desperate that I'll write away for a for- 
eign pen-pal, like a lot of other people do. 
The reason for that is that I don't want to 
sound like a typical uninformed American. 
With my luck I'd get a pen-pal from India, 
and ask him/her if they've ever enjoyed a 
Big Mac. No, I'll stick to domestic mail, and 
rely on my junk mail to get me through. Be- • 
sides. I just got a letter from Ed McMahon, 
and I could win over TEN MILLION DOL- 
LARS! That'd be just enough to cover four 
years here, I think. 
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Student leaders head University organizations 
Mortar Board Peace Coalition 
by Scan P. Smith 
Mortar Board is a senior national hon- 
orary dedicated to promoting scholarship, 
leadership and service. It has very high 
standards. Betsy Smith, senior public re- 
lations major, was elected president of 
Mortar Board last fall. 
"We had a meeting of all new members, 
and everybody who was interested in run- 
ning for an office got up and spoke about 
his or her qualifications. Then we had a 
general election," Smith said. 
Smith had been a resident advisor in 
BatcheMer in her sophomore year and en- 
joyed being in a leadership position. After 
passing the selective process of Mprtar 
Board, Smith felt running for president 
was a good idea. 
"I had wanted to make Mortar Board 
since my freshman year because it is so 
selective. It is made up of students who are 
active on the campus, as well as successful 
in the classroom. But you really do have to 
be active. If you have a 4.0 grade point 
■See Mortar, page 8. 
Batey Smith 
PamBoahm 
by Deborah R. Gottschalk 
Pam Boehm is a University leader that 
has broad goals. She is coordinator of the 
Peace Coalition and wants to achieve 
peace on a personal and world level. Al- 
though Boehm's definition of peace in- 
cludes the equal treatment of all people 
and lack of war. she added, "peace is also 
on a personal level...you have to come to a 
point within yourself where you are con- 
tent with yourself and understand your- 
self...when you're not alone when you are 
alone." 
As coordinator of the University Peace 
Coalition she has worked to enhance 
awareness of issues relating to peace. She 
helped start the peace studies series at 
United Christian Fellowship Church in 
Bowling Creen. The group sponsors 
speakers and films dealing with things like 
the psychological effects of war, political    ■ 
activity in Nicaragua and how to become 
anti-racist Boehm took the position as 
coordinator because the coalition is "a col- 
■ See Peace, page 8. 
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LAGA 
by Cathy Belfiorc 
USG 
I am proud to be gay. This is the mes- 
sage relayed by Bruce (not his real name) 
when asked of his homosexuality. "We are 
just the same as everyone else," Bruce 
said. "We bleed red, not green. We want 
to change the warped stereotypes." 
Bruce is a member and former co- 
chairman of the Lesbian and Cay Alliance 
in Bowling Creen (LAGA). LAGA was for- 
med about ten years ago as a support 
group for homosexual friends. Today the 
group has established itself as a formal or- 
ganization governed by a constitution and 
a cabinet of two co-chairmen (one female, 
one male), secretary, and treasurer. The 
meetings focus on three general areas, ed- 
ucation information, and support, and are 
higlighted with several activities, the most 
important being guest speakers. Topics 
covered by the speakers have included gay 
rights, real estate laws (involving the pur- 
chase of housing by gay couples), sexually 
transmitted diseases, expression of feelings 
and parental confrontations. 
When speaking about the discovery of 
his homosexuality, Bruce recalls realizing 
his preference as early as age four. He said 
although he related to girls more easily 
and found them scintillating to spend time 
with, he did not feel the same attraction he 
did with boys. 
He was very quiet in high school hiding 
his homosexuality for fear of harassment. 
At the University, Bruce heard about the 
I .AC. A discussion panels. He had gotten to 
the point where he felt he had to tell 
someone "I'm okay. I'm not a mutant," he 
said. Wanting to help shatter stereotypes 
of homosexuals, he joined LACA and the 
panels. 
Bruce boasts of his wonderful feeling of 
no longer having to hide his homosexuali- 
ty. Although he still finds it difficult to do 
panels for his peers, he feels an increased 
sense of self-confidence and understanding 
since his affiliation with LAGA. 
by Scan P. Smith 
Jim Perry, senior IPCO major, had been 
a resident advisor for two years and was 
looking for something new. 
"I was looking for a way to be involved, 
and Undergraduate Student Government 
seemed to be a natural step from being an 
RA," said Perry, USG vice president Shor- 
tly after joining USG, Perry and David 
Robinson, both resident advisors in 
Mooney Hall, decided to run for office last 
spring. The voter turnout for that election 
was one of the highest in university history. 
Jim Parry 
Perry, of Perrysburg, has been busy ever 
since, coordinating efforts to attract more 
student government attention to issues 
directly affecting students, such as parking 
and residence hall maintenance. 
"Last fall I collected signatures and was 
able to obtain funds for new carpeting in 
both Founders and Kohl Hall. For Foun- 
ders, we were able to arrange $350,000 to 
be allocated for the carpeting, and Kohl 
received $100,000." said Perry. 
■ See USG. page 8. 
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Band set for weekend 'Rumble' at Howards 
byShcrccScil 
Calling their distinct sound "urban 
jungle music," a band called Rumble com- 
bines reggae and rock with elements of 
jazz, blues and new wave. 
Trying to increase their established 
Midwest audience, they appeared last night 
at Howards' Club H and will also be per- 
forming tonight and tomorrow at Howards. 
The band members are Rick Blain on bass, 
J K. Reno and Mike Beck on percussion, 
Jerry Farrington on guitar and Tim Wire 
on keyboards. All members contribute to 
vocals. 
Based in Fort Wayne, Ind., the band is a 
favorite among Indiana clubs and college 
towns and has begun appealing in Ohio. 
Recently the band played at the Ottawa 
Tavem in Toledo and has played near 
Ohio University in Athens. 
"We are the kind of band that goes over 
really well in a college town," Beck said. 
He said that the band has fun on stage and 
that this usually carries over to the audi- 
ence. 
The "fun" that Beck mentions could be 
a result of Rumble's original songs such as 
"DogTalk." "JungleHeat,""Vanishing 
Hand," and "Poncho's Blues, or their orig- 
inal lyrics to rock standards of the '50s, 
'60s and 70s. "We use a lot of improv,"he 
said. 
"We are the kind of band 
that goes over really well 
in a college town." 
Besides their original lyrics, Rumble also 
relies on a strong rhythm section which 
Beck shares with Reno. The band has 
been known to use several sorts of percus- 
sion — from bongos and congas to spoons 
and pizza pans. "Whatever sounds best for 
the song," Beck said. 
Beck said that he and the band are look- 
ing forward to their first trip to Bowling 
Green. "We've heard some good things 
about Howards — we've heard it's a really 
neat place to play." 
Th« members of Rumblt Include from left Tim Wire, Jerry Farrlnglon, J.K. Reno, Mi- 
chael Beck, Rick Blain and Tom Tempei. The bend from Ft. Wayne wHi be performing 
tonight and tomorrow at Howard's. 
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'Safari' salutes Marley 
by Ifcnda Young 
Saturday marks the forty-third anniver- 
of reggae great Bob Marley's birth. Al- 
ough he was one of several reggae 
his name is the first to come to 
mind when reggae is mentioned. The band 
Safari will pay tribute to Marley in a per- 
formance tomorrow night. Stann Cham- 
pion, founder of the Chicago-based band 
Safari, said that Marley greatly influenced 
the group. "His music has as much power 
as the bomb," he said. 
Though Marley's music influenced the 
members of Safari, the four-year-old group 
does not rely on the traditional reggae 
sound. Champion said that the group per- 
forms "Americanized" reggae—music with 
heavy K&B emphasis. 
According to Champion. Safari's mu- 
sic—about 40 percent of which are original 
compositions—holds the traditional Marley 
nessage. "Marley's is a freedom mu- 
sic—full of positive vibrations. His music 
-effected great suffering. His rage was his 
creation, and I can appreciate that," he 
said. 
While Marley's force in reggae was great 
in life, his death helped to propel the music 
into the national spotlight. "It's actually 
unfortunate that it happened that way. It's 
usually the only time you get media expo- 
sure, which helps propel it," Champion 
said. 
Recently Marley was posthumously in- 
ducted into the NAACP Hall of Fame. 
Champion said it was good that Marley had 
finally been recognized and sees the award 
as a unifying affect. He added that the 
honor will help boost exposure to black 
culture. 
While Champion said Marley deserves 
recognition, he mentioned that very few 
other reggae artists who contributed a lot 
to the music have been overlooked in this 
country. He said modem reggae also suf- 
fers because fans want to hear the old 
tunes. 
Champion said reggae is an important 
way to keep the African and Caribbean cul- 
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tuns alive in the United States. He said the 
American people have lost much of their 
cultural roots. "We are all bastard children 
far from home. Whether we originate from 
Africa or Europe, only native Americans 
are in tune to this country. We hope to 
bring some of the culture that has been lost 
back through our music." 
Th* reggae band ''Safari • 
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Safari has been called one of Chicago's 
best reggae bands. At Martin's Interna- 
tional Reggae Awards in 1984 the group 
was voted best new band and received 
honors as best band the following year. 
The group released the EP "First Step," 
last year. It includes two of Champion's o- 
riginal songs. 
The group splits its time between record- 
ing and regular appearances with special 
performances, such as a visit made to the 
North Shore Association for the Retarded 
in Skokie, Illnois. Champion said that the 
group also played at a benefit to buy food 
for the needy. "In order to receive we must 
give. As we become more successful we 
want to give something back." 
As for the future. Champion offered no 
definite plans. "We hope to maintain the 
status quo and spread joy and love through 
music." He said that the band will rely on 
their talent rather than on expensive high- 
tech campaigns relied upon by mainstream 
musical groups. 
Champion said the group decided to 
make a return performance because of the 
Marley tribute. 
Safari's performance will start at 9:00 
p.m. tomorrow in the Northeast Commons. 
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Rifle 
■(Continued from page 1) 
clubs that can use their equipment over 
and over again, the Rifle Team cannot 
reuse their ammunition. Equipment is a- 
vailable for members who do not own their 
own, but is of such poor quality it is often 
not reliable during a match. 
At the beginning of the school year each 
club submits a budget request. Unfortun- 
ately, requests for the Rifle Team are often 
cut To successfully compete, Cummings 
said that their budget would need to be 
well above the amount awarded. 
Cummings, who has been shooting for 
eight years, said shooting has helped him 
develop patience and personal satisfaction. 
He maintains that marksmanship is an art 
of control and discipline. The competition 
gives members a chance to test themselves 
against others. 
Cummins is currently seeking faculty Si- 
visor applicants for 1988-89 Rifle team 
season. 
The club is open to all interested indi- 
viduals. Beginners are welcome and can be 
trained. The team practices weekly in the 
basement of Haves Hall. Travelling team 
members include coach John Cummings, 
Bill Neff, Dave Shaffer, Steve Cousino, 
Chip Tokar, Greg Aldrich, and Brian Far- 
mer. The next I ,E IRC league competition 
will be held March 5 at Cincinatti Xavier. 
Bowling Green State University will host 
the NWORL competition on Feb. 9. 
Peace 
■(Continued from page 5) 
lection of like-minded individuals with an 
interest in social justice at whatever level," 
she said. 
FRIDAY - CONNECTIONS PARTY 
* meet your match at Henry J's 
SATURDAY - DANCE CONTEST 
* show your moves to win 
cash and prizes! 
SUNDAY - CALENDAR GIRL CONTEST 
THE FUNDRINKERY 
382-1386 
()l .11NBYRNE CENTER 
(CORNER OF BYRNE & GLENDALE) 
Boehm's desire to establish peace within 
society and herself has taken her far from 
Bowling Green and her hometown of 
Lakewood, Ohio. Last summer she worked 
as a camp councelor in Fishkill, New York. 
The camp was for children from one par- 
ent families living in or below the poverty 
level."Like a war they (the children) are 
from their own destructive environment," 
she said. 
The camp was deep in the woods and 
had no electricity. Fifteen 12-year-old in- 
ner-city girls were in her group. They had 
left a world of drugs, lights and city noise 
to come to "stars and dark and a white girl 
from Ohio." she said. "They came to 
nature," she added, "to be peaceful within 
themselves." 
Boehm travelled to Washington, D.C. 
twice in the last year to fight for her beliefs. 
During her trip during spring break last 
year, Boehm, along with 15 other Universi- 
ty students, studied racism, homelessness, 
and learned to lobby. "There are a lot of 
things you feel when you see how people 
really live on the streets, families on the 
streets, and how they are adjusting to that 
life. Then at the same time you see the 
wealth in the same city, down the street in 
the White House." The trip has been im- 
plemented as a class for credit and Boehm 
is returning to Washington, D.C. as a 
member of the class. 
Last year Boehm travelled with thirty 
others to march the last three miles of the 
great peace march in Washington D.C. 
The point of the march was to support 
"the banning of nuclear arms and things 
like star wars," she said. People spoke who 
were victims of Hiroshima. Chandi's great 
grandson, Carl Sagan, and Jesse Jackson 
also spoke, she said. While she was speak- 
ing about Jackson, Boehm said she "bum- 
ped into him" recently at a peace confer- 
ence in Cleveland. Boehm is majoring in 
Ethnic Studies. "I'm an ethnic studies 
major because I believe understanding and 
appreciation of other cultures and races is 
vital, and people won't treat each other 
with the same respect if they don't under- 
stand eachother. That is why we fear the 
USSR and communism. We don't under- 
stand it. That's why some races are kept in 
oppression." That is why there is not peace 
yet she said. 
Gong Show 
****************************************** 
|      Audition for the A$AUAO     ] 
Prizes:   $200 - First Place | 
$50  -2nd Place * 
$25  -3rd Place t 
Call 372-2455 for more information. * 
Applications at theA$Ahouse, UAO house 
& Minority Programs & Activities 
USG 
■(Continued from page 5) 
By concentrating on issues such as 
these, Perry hopes to attract more interest 
in student government He is currently 
working on a USG newsletter which will 
provide more information about the activi- 
ties of the student government. 
Another important issue to Perry is the 
assumption that the University student 
body is apathetic. "I don't think the apathy 
lies in the issues at all. The turnout last 
spring was much better than it had been in 
recent years," he said. 
He added that the low voter turnout last 
fall was due to a lack of people running for 
office. Perry said this is where action 
against apathy should be taken. 
"Last fall, many of the districts had only 
one person running, so students didn't 
think they should bother voting. That 
caused a lower turnout than normal. We 
only had 75 students vote," he added. 
In order to insure that more interest de- 
velops in student government. Perry has 
been appointed Chair of the Elections 
Board for USG. 
"Students care about the issues, what we 
don't have is students who will run for of- 
fice. I'm hoping that by concentrating on 
finding candidates now, we won't have 
such a shortage next fall. I learned througr 
my work getting the carpeting that stu- 
dents are involved in the issues, and I 
think calling them apathetic is mislead- 
ing," Perry said. 
Mortar 
■(Continued from page 5) 
average, but no activities, then you won't 
get in," Smith explained. 
As president of Mortar Board, Smith co- 
ordinated the Easter Seals Christmas Part) . 
last fall. Mortar Board also has aclivites 
planned for the spring semester. 
Smith said working in a leadership posi- 
tion is more than just trying to complete a   ' 
resume. 
"Activities like Mortar Board and resi- 
dent advisor look great on a resume, but 
you have to enjoy being in a leadership 
position," she said. 
Smith is also a member of the University j 
Ambassadors, who are resposible for ever-   , 
ything from the care packages during finals f 
week to private tours given to special 
guests to the Univeristy. She has also been 
an orientation leader. 
8 ATI—THIS A_E_ 
Bargain Matinee and 
Late. Show Only $2.00 
BI
*$g§IIi 
WILLIAM HURT   ® 
SHOW TIMES 
ra 
7:15 
9:30 
11:45 
SAT 
2:00 
4:15 
9:30 
11:45 
SUN 
2:00 
4:15 
9:30 
PRESENT   AT   OUR    BOX 
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FRIDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 5,1988 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O NMM CBS News PM Mag Beauty and the Beast Dallas Falcon Crest News The Little Girl Who Lives Down the Lane 
o Newsday Cont'd Best Years Shusler Red Serge Front Page Flambards Journal News Good Rockin Tonite Champions 
CD News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy! Beauty and the Beast Dallas Falcon Crest News Comedy Voice ol Terror 
ID News NBC News Ent. Tonight Fads ol Lite WWF Mam Event Miami Vice Unsolved Mysteries rwWS Tonight Show Letterman 
® NewlyweO ABC Ne*S Dating H. Square Boy King The Thorns SI. Hammer 20/20 News Nightline Love Con. S.J. Raphael 
& Streamside Business MacNeil/Lehrer Wash. Week Wall St. Wk Doctor Who Computer Animation Mystery! 
ED MacNeil/Lehrer Take Charge Mclaughlin Wash Week Wall St. Wk. Bram In the Emperor s Name D Shadow Business Sign-Ofl 
m Happenin Gel Smart A Break B Buddies Gunsmoke Movie: "For a Few Dolars More Late Show Madness 
m Spoons Fads ol Life Family Ties 3 s Co Movie: "Conan the Destroyer" News Hmooner Santord Fa* Guy Comedy 
am SportsLook Sports Trtvii SportsCtr. SpeedWeek Tractor Pull NFL '87 Top Rank Boxing SportsCtr. College Basketball 
TUC The Masks ol Death' Movie: "Howard the Duck Movie: "Black Widow Mows: "Lethal" 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON      FEBRUARY 6,1988 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Popeye Menace Movie: "Scream, Pretty Peggy" College Basketball: Syracuse at St. John's or Houston PGA Gorl: National Pro-Am (Third Round) 
O Coronation Street What's New Wonder- Tennis Sketches Ski Base Open Roads Sportsweekend 
o Winners Menace Al Under's ln-Fi»herman Newsmakers Showcase College Basketball: Syracuse at St. John's or Houston PGA Golf: National Pro-Am (Third Round) 
IB Fraggle New Aichios Foolur         1 I'm Telling! Cw Bowl Young P. Taxi Fishing Track and Field: Millrose College Basketball: DePaul at Georgia Tech 
m Bugs Bunny Flintstones Animal        | Freedom Generation Cousteau Sybervision Pro Bowlers Tour: Florida Open Wide Work) ol Sports 
a Kitchen Madeleine Hometime V. Garden Frugal This Ok) H. Woodwnght Maturity Austin Gty Limits French French Television 
GD Motorweek Madeleine Maturity Rod&Reel Old House V. Garden Hometime Fish Gourmet French Chel OH Painting Tony Brown To Read To Read 
• Pro Wrestling GLOW. Wrestling Wonder Woman Buck Rogers Got It Made It's a Living College Basketball: Indiana al Illinois 
CO Movie: "Shogun's Nlnja" Movie: "Scream and Scream Again" Movie: "Yor. the Hunter from the Future" Star Search 
am Sports GameDay LPGA Gorl: Mazda Classic College Basketball: North Carolina State at Duke Truck and Tractor Pun Racing Across America 
TMC Movie: "The Bedroom Window" Movie "The Last of Sheaa' [Movie: "Thunder Run" Movie: "The Gambler" 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30   |   11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Sm. Wonder D DeLuise High Mountain Rangers Houston Knights West 57th                         [News Movie: "Dog Day Afternoon 
o Sat. Report Parliament Real Fishing Grapevine NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at Montreal Canadiens News International Wrestling 
o News Hee Haw Cash Exp. High Mountain Rangers Houston Knights West 57th Nftws Movie: "Death Wish 3" 
o News NBC News D. DeLuise Wonder Facts ol Lite 227 Golden Girls Amen Super Bloopers News Saturday Night Live 
€B Tr. Fishin ABC News Sokd Gold in Concert Dolly Nat). Geo on Assignment Spenser For Hire DC. Follies Wrestling Championship Wrestling 
ffl DeGrassi Take Charge Lawrence We* Show Alistair Cooke's America Best of Your Show of Shows ETES Austin City Limits 
6D Nova Lawrence We* Show Movie: "Bon Voyage" Movie: "Flame of the Barbery Coast Austin City Limits Sign-Off 
€9 Mama 9 to 5 TheShentl Marblehead WK Be Boys Women in B Baxter President Star Trek: Next Gener. Fn. the 13th Series Dr. Heckyl and Mr. Hype 
6D Star Trek What's Webster Wi Be Boys | Women in B.Baxter President Star Trek: Next Gener. M-A-S-H Movie:   Mask" 
ESM Skiing SportaCtr. Coeege Basketbal: Auburn at Florida Cofaga Paiketbal: BYU at Ale-Bern. SportsCtr. AWA Championship Wrestling 
TMC The Gambler Short Film Movie: "Crimes ol the Heart" Movie: "The Bedroom Window" Movie: "The Texas Chamsaw Massacre Part 2" 
ftnnoundng the 
i MONDAY, KBRURRY 8,1988 
•   Trovol nuggMttono 
•   Tha nnwent In clothing 
ond occMioriot 
•   Tonntno. totoni. hoircutl 
•   Airto motnfnancm, 
PMpVHMH 
• MKI porophf ndto 
• Musk •   outUo •qutpmajnt. 
9   rnOtOOfOphy •- CO 
•   To.l*rrl<M .. wntan lotion. •*.! 
SP€OfiL OPTION Of 
THE BG NEWS 
IMXhrma. n.OOO,<vmct***>mda<cJ>*9Jalo<al<x*™&t*ca*V* 
214 DJ«rt Hol 572-8601 
FIRST 
Hair Design &    . 
Tanning Studio 
$2.00 OFF 
Any Hair Service 
Expires 2/29/88 
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DAYTIME MORNING     FEBRUARY s, IMS - FEBRUARY n, 19M 
5:00 5:30 6:00       6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00       8:30 9:00        9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
O Nightwateri Cont'd This Morning This Morning Hour Magazine S.J.Raphael Card Sharks Price Is 
O Morning Stretch Mr. Dressup Sesame St 
a Nghtwatdi Cont'd CBS New* This Morning Magnum, P.I. Blackout Card Sharks Price Is 
a AfrOty CNN Newt NBC Newt Today Donahue Sale Concent. Fortune 
m Agri. Report J. Sweggart Good Morning America g Hour Magazine Gerakto Who's Boss 
m Business Homestretch Sesame Street g Instruction*! Progf •frwTtmQ 
• Bueinae* Kangaroo Sesame Street g Instrucboocl I 
, 
a Q.I.Joe SilverHawks Thundercats Menace Little Pony Dates 700 CK* Bewitched 
n Verted CNN News BraveStarr Teens G.I.Joe Thundercats Little Pony Little House on the Prairie B. HBWN Mom. Brk. 700 Out- 
tmt Basketball Getting Fit Aerobic* Nation's Business Today SportsCtr. College BasketbeJ Getting Fit 
TMC fctowe |vtried Program* jMovie 
DA •TIME AFTER* OON 
11:30 12:00 12:30  1   1:00 1:30 2:00       2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Price Is NIWI Young and the Resiles* Bold/Bee As the Work) Turns Guidtng Light Divorce Peo. Court Donahue 
O Sesame Si Midday Varied Programs King Contact Vw#d Programs Video Hits Newsday 
CD Price Is News Young and the Restless Bold/Bea. As the World Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winfrey g Benson Family Ties 
0 Win, Lose News Scrabble Days of Our Lives Another World Santa Barbara Divorce Peo. Court Cheers M'A^S'H 
0 Home Ryan's Hope Loving Al My Children One Lite to Live General Hospital Little House on the Prairie Win. Lose News 
0 Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Square 1 TV Sesame Street g Mr. Rogers Varied 
0 Instructional Instructional Programming Instructional Programming Sesame Street g Mr. Rogers Square 1 TV 
0 Mister Ed Varied         {Movie Jeannie Smurfs Jem Gh'busters ScoobyDoo DuckTales Diff. Strokes 
0 700 Club Andy GrMHh |l Love Lucy Dukes of Hazard GMigan Ghostbust. Bugs Bunny Smurfs Fkntstonea DuckTales Difl. Strokes Good Times 
am Basic Tr. Aerobics      |Radng Coach's Court Varied Programs AWA Wrestling Ski Film Varied 
TUC Movie                                                                   | Varied Progn M Movie Varied Movie 
AIR POLLUTION: 
THE
 DANGER CONTINUES 
Join the fight for Clean Air! 
FALCON HOUSE 
Sporting Goods 
"Yew AaWetk Shoe Aad Sport, llndqearfu to B.G." 
$5.00 OFF 
ANY PAR OF ATHLETIC SHOES OVER $30 
SALE Items and other discounts excluded 
WITH THIS COUPON E>p. 2/19/88 
School Jackets • T-SUrt Pitattaa • Sport. Caiman ill 
183 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 35Z-3618 
We'v. Mesas • Wan Ueafasi« to— I— H—eaSM las* 
^ * I mi 
Itiuirrhnttar « 
Order 
Your Valentine 
Flowers Early 
428 E. Wooster353-1045 
1
 ■ ■   
NEWLOVE 
RENTALS 
LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS! 
309 High St. 
• 2 Bedroom opts. 
• Completely furnished 
• fW gas, heat, water & sewer 
8 Laundry facilities 
8 Private parking 
8 9 and 12 month leases 
328 S. Main 352-5620 
Friday llagailne/Feb 5. 1988 . ■!.:     11 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON         FEBRUARY 7, 1988 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00        2:30       3:00 3:30. 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Siskel Ski Week Sports NBA Basketball: All-Star Game PGA GoM: Pebble Beach National Pro-Am 
o Your Wealth Handy Hour Meeting Place Canada Hymn Sing Music on a Sunday Afternoon In Russia Edisons 
ID Geographic Jay Eck Sports NBA Basketball. All-Star Game PGA Golf: Pebble Beach National Pro-Am 
ID Shut-ins Mass Martin Luther King Special Sportswond: IBF Middleweight Title College Basketball: Notre Dame at Duke Taxi 
m World Tom Week With David Brmkley Real to Reel Close-up Sybervison Calgary 88 the Olympic Adventure Begins College Basketball: Purdue at Michigan 
m Tony Blown Market Nova Adam Smith Wall St Wk Great Performances Brown Sugar One on One McLaughlin Firing Line 
© Newton's DeGrassi Jr. Am. Int. Adam Smith Wash. Week Wall St Wk Great Performances Tax Break M Voices and Visions 
6Q Gunsmoke Movie: "Moby Dick'' Movie: "Bikini Beach" Charles Out World TandT Sea Hunt 
SD WWF Wrestling Challenge Star Trek: Next Gener. Movie: "The End" Movie:   The Return of Ben Casey" Rich & Famous 
ESPN Wk/Sports Gameday LPGA Golf: Mazda Classic, final round Billiards: Sigel vs. Garcia Superbout NFL's Greatest Moments Ski World Garvey 
TMC "The Aviator' Cont'd Movie: "Assassination''                          |Movie:    Crocodile' Dundee" Movie:   Clue" Still of Night 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie: "Windmills ol the Gods' News Siskel Cinema T Randall 
o Smiley s People Gala Evening at Calgary 88 Asylum Venture News Night at the Races 
ID News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie: "Windmills of the Gods News Movie: "An Early Frost" 
IB News NBC News Our House Family Ties Two Dads Movie:  Rambo: First Blood Part II Mm Entertainment This Week Trapper 
w Rich 4 Famous Movie: "Rock and Roll Mom" Movie: Elvis and Me" SiSk-Eoer! Runaway The Doctor Is In 
m Lawrence We* Show Wonderworks Nature Masterpiece Theatre Prisoner Editors Japan Sign-Oft 
m V. Garden Automania Bodywatch Ammals Nature Masterpiece Theatre Upstairs. Downstairs Olympic Challenge Sign-Ofl 
m Star Trek: Next Gener. 21 Jump Street WerewoK Children T. Ullman Duet B Buddies Benny Hill GLOW Avengers 
ID Star Trek 21 Jump Street Werewolf Children T. Ullman Duet 9 to 5 Runaway M-A-S'H Kenneth Copeland 700 Club 
ESPN Garvey SportsCtr NFL Films NFL Football: Pro Bowl SportsCenter NFL Films 
TMC "Still ol the Night Cont'd Movie    Big Trouble in Little China Movie:    Crocodile Dundee Movie: Assassination 
MONDAY EVENING        FEBRUARY 8, 1988 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PM Mag Kate 4 Allie Frank's PI. Newhart 0. Women Wiseguy News Taxi KO|,!k 
o Newsday Cont'd Monitor Danger Bay Nail Geo DeGrassi Tusitala Journal News Rumpole ol the Bailey 
ID News ens Nwn Fortune Jeopardy1 Kale 4 Allie r.ar.K s P Newhart D. Women Wiseguy News News Spc Hunter 
ID News NBC New, EM   Tonight Facts ol Lie ALF Movie: "Movi ng Target" NBC News News Best of Carson Letlerman 
© Newly wed ABC News Dating H Square Movie:  "Elvis and Me" Exhibition Hockey: U.S. vs Sweden News 
m Purposes Business MacNeil/Lehrer Television Eyes on the Prize Cissy Houston Ohio Bus Nature 
SD MacNeil/Lehrer Wonderful World ol Disney Wonderworks Ethnic Notions/Prejudice Eyes on the Prize D Shadow Business Sign-Off 
m Happenin Get Smart A B'eak B Buddies Gunsmoke Movie: "Mask" Late Show Lngst Yrd 
GD Spoons Facts ol Life Family Ties 3»Co. Movie: "WarGames' News H'mooner Sanlord Fall Guy Comedy 
ESPN SportsLook Bill Dance SportsCtr. College Basketball: Connecticut at Providence Coltgi BMI stbaH Wisconsin at Minnesota SportsCtr. Muscle Mag. 
TMC "The Best of Times" Movie: "The Fringe Dwellers" Movie: "The Man Who Came to Dinner Movie: "Nine 1/2 Weeks" 
Your One-Stop Wedding Shop! 
See our complete 
selection of Wedding 
Photo Packages 
INCLUDING 
High Quality 
VIDEO 
VAN NEWHOUSE PHOTOGRAPHY 
Your Full Service Studio 
• We Videotape • Fine Portroiture 
Any Speciol Event • Seiwx Portraits 
• Wedding Photos • Wedding 
ond Videos. Invitotons 
112 E. Washington • Bowling Green, O 
352-0129 
Open Mon. - Fri. 10-6; Eves.. Sot. By Appt. 
jFor A Perfect Weddingj 
^Reception, Nobody!! 
W  Does It Better... [Bowling Green] 
Elk's Club 
[Let us make your wedding\ 
\ reception extra special. Our'i 
\Banquet Catering and Meeting} 
[Rooms   are   available   r<" 
\accomodate your every need.I 
Jlit i 
,15200 Campbell Hill Rd.  352-21491 
20% OFF 
Haircuts  •   Perms 
Highlighting 
with this ad and 
with Vicki 
THE 
ARRANGEMENT 
OREDKLN    ^a'r' ^'n' an(^ ^a'' Des'9ners 
M 181S. Main      Bowling Green 
„ 352-4101       352-4143 
N€*US 
Paul Mitchell 
Vicki 
Sebastian 
(Expires 2/12/88) 
• 
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TUESDAY EVENING        FEBRUARY 9,1988 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00        8:30 9:00 9:30   I  10:00   1   10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O Mm CBS News PMMag 48 Hour* Movie: "Wnttiel of the Gods" News Taxi KoJ* 
O Newsday Cont'd Clockwork County NHL Hookey: Al-Star Game Journal News 
CD Naws CBS News Fortune Jeopardy' 48 Hours Movie: ""Wndrnls ol the Gods News Diamonds 
IB Naw$ NBC News Ent  Tonight Facts ol Lite Mattock Hunter Crime Story News Tonight Show Letlerman 
CL Newtywed ABC News OMng H Square Boas Gro Pains Moonlighting ttwtysomathino, News Nightkne Ne«t President 
• Oceenos Business MacNeil/Lehrer Nova FrorMftne Voices and Visions Forum Crash 
O MacNeil/Lehrer "Never • Dial Moment" Nova Fronfine Austin City Limits D Shadow Business Sign-Oil 
0 mpp««n Get Smart A Break B Buddies Guromoke Movie: "Gong Berserk" fiat ION Late Show Bart»r«la 
C9 Spoons Facts ol Lite Family Ties 3s Co Pistons NBA Dtefcettal: Detroit Pistons at Chicago Buns News Fan Guy Comedy 
ESPN SportsLook PGA Tour SportsCtr. NHL Salute NHL Hockey: AK-Star Game Lighter Side SportsCtr. PGA Tour Ski Work) 
THC Mannequin  Cont'd Movie: "Pit and Mike'' Movie   "Water Movie   Sid & Nancy 
WEDNESDAY EVENING        FEBRUARY 10,1988 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PMMag Law and Harry McGraw Magnum. PI Equalizer Naws Taxi Motet 
o Newsday Cont'd House Cans Robots Mature ol Things He Shoots. He Scores Journal News Movie: "The Darker Side ol Terror 
o News rCBS News Fortune Jeopardy' Law and Harry McGraw Magnum, P.I. Equalizer News Adderty 
0 News NBC Newt Ent. Tonight Facts ol Lite Highway to Heaven Year In the Lite St. Elsewhere News Tonight Show Letterman 
0 Newtywed ABC News Dating H Square P. Strangers Class Hooperman S. Maxwel Dynasty News Nqhtkne Love Con S.J. Raphael 
0 Purposes Business MsKJIel/Lahrer National Geographic American Playhouse Art Beat Eyes on the Prize 
0 MacNeil/Lehrer "Never a Dul Moment" National Geographic American Playhouse 0 Shadow Business Sign-Oil 
o Happenin Get Smart A Break B Buddies Coaage Basketbal: Oho State at towa Gunsmoke Tw*. Zone Late Show Carnal 
o Spoons Facts ol Lite Family Ties 3s Co Movie: "The Bride" News H'mooner Sanlord Fan Guy Comedy 
tm SportsLook NBA Today SportsCtr. Sports College Basketball: Syracus a at Pittsburgh College Basketball: Tennessee at VanderMt                 [SportsCtr Motorweek 
TMC "The Carey Treatment'' Movie    They Only Kill Their Masters' Movie: "Thunder Run' Movie   "Clue 
THURSDAY EVENING       FEBRUARY 11,1988 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30   1  10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30  I   12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PMMag Tour ol Duty Simon i Simon                  Knots Landing News Taxi           |Koiak 
Q Newsday Cont'd Ontario Way We Are Moments in Tims Tommy Hunter Journal Naws Movie: "Blue Coaar" 
O News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy' Tour of Duty Simon I Simon                 [Knots Landing Naws Night Heat 
0 News NBC News Ent. Tonight Facts of Life Cosby Show DM. Work) Cheers Night Court  ILA Law News Tonight Show Letterman 
0 Newtywed ABC News Dating H Square Charmings Movie: "Star Trek II: The Wrath ol Khan" Naws Nightkne Love Con. S.J.Raphael 
0 Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Wild Bless Me Mystery! Upstairs, Downstairs Time Out Frontline 
© MacNeil/Lehrer Wonderful World ol Disney Ok) House Wild Television Mystery! 0 Shadow Business Sign-On 
m Happenin Get Smart A Break B Buddies Gunsmoke Movie: "Blame it on Rio" Twil. Zone Late Show Won Ton 
0 Spoons Facts ol Lite Family Ties 3s Co. Movie: "Death Wish 3" News H mooner Sanlord Fall Guy Comedy 
ESPN SportsLook Sports Trivia College Basketball: UNC-Char. at Ala.-Birm. College Basketball N Caro St at N Caro Coaege Basketbal: UCLA at Southern CaWomia 
THC "Radio Days   Com d Short Film Movie: 'St* ol the Night" l.iov,e    The Sender                               i Movie    Bra; 
Include us 
in your 
plans 
for elegant 
Wedding 
Invitations 
20% off 
with this ad 
Expires 
April I, 1988 
The Copy Shop 
117 E. Court St. 
352-4068 
$5 oft * 
Any Nail Service 
• Sculptured Nails 
Ratcj. '35 
• Jessica Manicure 
Rejg. MS 
Hair Gallery 
143 E. Woostcr 
352-4247 
* Ask for Nicole * 
With this Ad Exp. 3/31 1021 S. Main 
Dozen* o* choke* 
M moderate prices 
Where ebe can you 
satisfy a plain and 
s*mpie appe«e. an 
adventurous eater and 
a door'dieter at 
bargain prices? 
Mon.Thurs. 6:30wi-9pm 
Fri. 6:30am-.0pm 
Sal. 7am • 10pm 
Sun. 6am 9pm 
352-0123 
